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ABSTRACT
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a highly-evolved area of computer science that strives
to create intelligent machines that can replicate certain human behaviour without
its irrationalities for better predictability and consistency. Similarly, blockchain
technology also has the potential to both enrich and improve financial processes
and asset management systems, and progressive corporations have invested and
devoted resources to utilize and incorporate blockchain into their businesses. In this
conceptual paper, we provide a short discussion of AI and blockchain applications
in asset management, understand the benefits and the shift in processes, as well as
the challenges that need to be overcome for the practical applications for AI and
blockchain and how to approach such innovations.We demonstrate the right use
of each technology to bring out their benefits when applied appropriately and to
understand the relationships of dated hypotheses with respect to real-world data,
including historical data against forward-looking market data and their impact
on improved projections. We also discuss improvements for client onboarding
processes, construction and management of portfolios, personalization of services,
clearing and settlements of trades and on the overall reporting for compliance.
Keywords: chatbots, portfolio management, robo-advisory, trade settlement

and research with a view to AI being a

Introduction
In the last 60 years, the field of artificial
intelligence

(AI)

has

experienced

curious interest, but in the last five
years, it has gained explosive growth in
that governments around the world are
competing to create superior AI facilities

lever for greater economic power and
influence. According to the Wuzhen
Institute Report (2017), “5,154 AI startups have been established globally
during the past five years, representing
a 175% increase relative to the previous
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12 years”. The two reasons for this

China leads the Asian market in terms

upshot are the “exponential advances in

of AI growth. During the past five years,

computing power have led to declining

China accounted for 68.67 per cent of

processing and data storage costs” and

Asian AI start-ups, dominating with

the

60.22 per cent of the corresponding

“immense

data

availability

has

increased, creating more possibilities in
the AI field”.

total Asian AI funding.
With the help of AI, blockchain

Historically, the “US has dominated

not only benefits wealth managers

the AI industry, with 3,033 AI start-ups

but also works on making returns for

between 2000 and 2016, accounting

their clients. In turn, the AI is fed with

for 37.41% of the worldwide total”

more data and updates the system’s

(Buchanan, 2019). “Between 2012 and

decision process automatically. This

2016, the US invested US$18.2 billion

natural

into AI compared with US$2.6 billion

be more sophisticated, and a more

in China and US$850 million in the

sophisticated

UK.” However, the “proportion has been

The innovation of technology and the

decreasing and in 2016 dropped to under

susceptibility to work in harmony

30% for the first time. During the same

with AI will also improve machine to

period, the US received US$20.7 billion

machine interactions. These machines

in funding, accounting for 71.78% of the

were made to facilitate human actions;

world's total funding” (Wuzhen Institute

thus,

Report, 2017). In 2017, China surpassed

together will make processes quicker

the US for the first time in terms of AI

and simplify complex processes. In

start-up funding (CB Insights, 2018).

fact, the Japanese Government Pension

“In 2012, China accounted for 48%

Investment Fund (reportedly manages

of global AI start-up funding and in

one of the biggest retirement savings

2017 the total global AI funding was

fund) is contemplating using AI to assist

$15.2 billion. AI equity deals increased

in managing their fund. According to

141% relative to the previous year and

Markets and Markets Research, the

since 2016 more than 1,100 new AI

Digital

companies have raised their first round

is projected to grow from US$ 2.44

of equity financing. However, the US

billion in 2017 to US$ 5.66 billion by

global AI equity deal share has fallen

2022, at an expected CAGR of 18.3%2.

significantly, from 77% to 50% during

The continuous developments in new

the last five years” (CB Insights, 2018).

technologies, such as integration of

1

evolution
AI

clustering

Asset

helps
is

the

more

computer

AI

to

efficient.

systems

Management

market

“Britain Urged to Take Ethical Advantage in Artificial Intelligence,” John Thornhill,
Financial Times. 16 April 2018. Available at: https://www.ft.com/content/b21d1fb8-3f3e11e8-b9f9-de94fa33a81e

1

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/digital-asset-managementmarket-96538567.html
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cloud and mobility, analytics, and the

In this paper, the identified AI

emergence of IoT have further propelled

applications for asset management are

asset management service providers to

personalization of services, portfolio

offer advanced solutions to improve

management,

asset productivity in a cost-efficient

advisory

manner.

The blockchain applications related

chatbots

and

and

financial

robo-

prediction.

to asset management are in the client

Objective

onboarding process, management of

The objective of this paper is to analyse

model portfolios, trade clearing and

the possibilities for AI and blockchain

settlement. They are assessed separately

applications to the asset management

and broken down by their nature and

industry. We discuss the possible use

projected impact, consequences and

cases of these technologies that may be

possible adoption in terms of cost-

utilized to overcome issues afflicting

benefit,

asset

compliance.

and

portfolio

management

services. The integration of blockchain

feasibility

and

and AI into a decentralized intelligence

Literature Review

system

Background Theory

has

profound

possibilities

to employ data in innovative ways.
An effective amalgamation of both
technologies will enable faster and
seamless data management, validation
of transactions, and detection of illegal
documents, amongst others. For the
asset and wealth management industry,
blockchain will simplify transactiontracking and reduce costs, as well as
produce novel asset structures that
can possibly maximize returns to the
investor. AI has the ability to update
and optimize investment strategies by
diligently digesting new market data
and consequently using them as inputs
to project returns and risks for much
attuned advisory and customer-centric
service.

regulatory

The term AI was coined in 1955 by
the American computer scientist John
McCarthy, based on the idea that “every
aspect of learning or any other feature
of intelligence can in principle be so
precisely described that a machine can
be made to simulate it” (McCarthy et
al, 1955). “Other terms – like machine
learning

(ML),

cognitive

smart

automation,

computing,

self-service

analytics – are all closely related to AI.
Within the financial services industry,
AI

applications

trading,

include

portfolio

algorithmic

composition

and

optimization, model validation, back
testing, robo-advising, virtual customer
assistants,
regulatory

market

impact

compliance

and

analysis,
stress

testing”.
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In
Apple

the

late

1980s,

desktop

significance
systems

computers

but

management as it is still emergent

to

and considered a specialized area in

expert

investment management that requires

rose

specialized

became

and

IBM

more

costly

to

next-generation

cloud-based

support. While probabilistic reasoning

infrastructure to be developed first.

models

and

Beketov, Lehmann and Wittke (2019)

1970s, Bayesian networks gained more

noted that in the robo-advisory segment,

acceptance

classical

the core portfolio optimization and

AI and neural nets which allowed for

asset allocation methods applied within

learning from experience (Buchanan,

such systems were little known. They

2019). In the 2000s and 2010s, the

analyzed 219 existing robo-advisors

development of machine learning, deep

worldwide and found that Modern

learning technology, bots and intelligent

Portfolio Theory remains the main

agents on a powerful cloud computing

framework used in them. They also

platform ushered in a new era of

noticed that the “current trend is to

computing.

improve and augment this framework

dominated
by

the

1960s

combining

Many blockchain experts believe
that “distributed ledgers are highly
flexible; once implemented, they can
be used to remove friction from the
client onboarding process, streamline
management of model portfolios, speed
the clearing and settlement of trades,

rather than applying and developing
entirely

new

approaches”

and

that

“the AuM [assets under management]
volumes tend to be higher for the
systems

applying

newer

and

more

sophisticated methods”.
Elizabeth Keathley (2014) in her

and ease compliance burdens associated

Digital

with Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and

Architectures, Project Management, and

KYC” (EY, 2017). Blockchain applications

Creating Order out of Media Chaos

bring efficiencies in eliminating

examined digital asset management

r e du nd a nt f u n c t ion s , r e du c i ng

and the challenges presented by the

operational expenses and increasing

management of visual assets, user rights,

client

They

and branded materials. She suggested

may be used to reconcile information

ways to those who find themselves in

across current legacy systems, and

the “bewildering position of formulating

subsequently enable new infrastructure

access control lists, auditing metadata,

for potentially new markets and novel

and consolidating information silos” into

products.

identifiable strategies for effective digital

ease-of-use

experience.

There
on

is

very

digitalized

Asset

Management:

Content

asset management. Other research on

Previous Studies

6

the

digital asset management appear to be
limited

asset

and

literature

outmoded as they were done prior to

portfolio

the existence of the blockchain in 2008,
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Banking &
Money
Movement

AML, CTF,
KYC

Client
Portfolio

Portfolio
management

Regulatory
reporting

Personalization
of Services

Robo-Advisory

Figure 1
Integration of AI and Blockchain in Asset and Wealth Management
and hence may not be updated on the

are

recent conceptualizations of what is

described in the top row of Figure 1.

possible today.

The AI applications are depicted in

Furthering the contribution to the scarce

the bottom row. Both technologies will

research on digital asset management,

complement each other in achieving the

we have directed our research to AI and

full potential of the digitalization of the

blockchain applications as they propose

asset management industry.

obvious improvements to traditional

depicted

on

processes, and offer quick wins for

Methodology

those innovators who wish to venture

This

first

investigates

into

greenfield

opportunities.

is

a

the

conceptual
and

applications

paper

proposes

that

various

However, first-movers need to carefully

use cases for the application of AI

choose the right innovation that can be

and blockchain to support the range

implemented immediately as opposed

of fund structures and the essential

to areas which may require heavy

underlying services associated with the

investment in infrastructure as a pre-

fund manager as well as the investor.

requisite to obtain its maximum benefit,

Our discussion intends to demonstrate

but whose payoffs only happen much

the right use of each technology to

later.

bring out its benefits when applied
appropriately and to understand the

Conceptual Framework

relationships of dated hypotheses and

For the purpose of discussion, the

historical data with respect to forward-

various

looking

applications

for

blockchain

Journal of Wealth Management & Financial Planning
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data,

their

impact
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on improved projections, on client

managers who are adept at managing

onboarding processes, construction and

assets but unfamiliar with AI and

management of portfolios and on the

blockchain applications.

overall reporting for compliance.

Method of Assessment
In order to assess the AI and blockchain

Model Development
Since we are still in the nascent stages
of AI and blockchain implementation
in asset and portfolio management,
this

research

applied

an

overview

approach to first broadly assess the
critical impact on specific use cases
like personalization of services, and the
evolving regulatory requirements as
a result of digital transformation. We
separated the different applications for
AI and blockchain as each technology
provides

benefits

to

the

asset

management industry in different ways.
It is important to know the strengths
of the technologies we use to apply it
in appropriate ways. Not being able to

applications, their impact on portfolio
construction, on operations of asset
transactions and on the overall security
of the banking and financial systems,
we

had

to

qualitatively

trace

the

repercussions that would result from
such transformation, with considerations
to the current interactions with the
existing assets, funding sources and
electronic money movements. As such,
we assess the digital transformation
from the investors’ perspective as well
as from the service-providers’.

Results And Analysis

do so will incur unnecessary costs and

AI Applications in Asset
Management

waste in resources and time invested in

Although there are initial fears of AI

innovation projects which may not lead

taking over human activities, more

to intended outcomes. Our approach

awareness will shift these perceptions

provides an introductory appreciation

that AI harnesses humanity’s collective

of the different aspects of how digital

knowledge

transformation

make

can

modify

certain

and

better

experiences

decisions

and

to

enrich

limitations of traditional processes, and

communications

how the introduction of new advanced

or

techniques via technology may impact

example, large firms like BlackRock,

the industry and broadly across the

Deutsche Bank, UBS and Wells Fargo

economy. This is particularly useful

are already using AI engines to analyse

for regulatory authorities and fund

consumer digital footprints3 via their

consumer

across

institutional

omni-channels.

For

FinTech - How Exponential Technological Progress will affect Asset & Wealth
Management https://finlantern.com/fundforum/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/FACTSET_
FinTech-how-exponential-technological-progress-will-affect-Wealth-Mana....pdf

3

8
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online behaviours, to understand and

improvements.

subsequently predict the products and

this possible is through leveraging

services most likely to be embraced and

advanced

used.

algorithms that utilize client actions
and

Personalization of Services

What

can

machine

behaviours

make

learning

from

Customer

Relationship Management (CRM)

With increasingly high levels of client

systems

expectations, the need for quick, secure

unspoken client sentiment whilst

and highly personalized solutions is vital

generating

(PwC, 2018). High-net-worth individuals

and relevant conversations across all

(HNWIs)

the channels with full orchestration

and

wealth

management

clients have become accustomed to
highly personalized services by their
wealth managers, who do so through a
integrated

systems.

•

to give their clients a call or visit.
Customized

to regulations. Peers (2018) believes

possible

delight

that are relevant to them.
•

AI-driven

services

for

wealth

management have the capacity to
craft new business models, provide
incredible insights and spin off
value-added products and services
through

massive

data

that

can

inform decisions better and quickly.

where

This generates quality advice at a

Peers suggest that AI can help achieve

much lower cost through an optimal

these are:

combination of intelligence from

•

Attaining a holistic evaluation of

data analytics from technology and

the

human assessment.

client’s

automated
advance

situations

engagements

clients with pertinent information

that this enables them to keep up with

Some

preferences

opportunities for a wealth manager

whilst all the time remaining compliant

most important financial challenges”.

status,

client

insights that help to assess timely

manner, identify opportunities for them

confidently helping clients solve their

instantaneous

solutions, and they can produce

activities — engage clients in a timely

“build long-term rapport and trust by

Retrieving

sector alerts will enable real-time

to help them schedule their daily

interaction personal and relevant, while

engagements

sentiments, market analyses and

can be distributed to wealth managers

As such, they are still able to make every

understand

and needs through tools such as

insights from massive data analytics

scale of the financial services industry”.

targeted

relationships

Contextual

the “increasing speed, complexity and

better

from these customer insights.

support network of connected channels
and

to

portfolio

and

using

recommendations

engagement

for

to

further

Journal of Wealth Management & Financial Planning
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Certain facets of client engagement

(like the historical performance of a

can

particular fund and market movements)

increase client relations and meaningful

are already being monitored. “More

exchange without escalating fees are:

and more investors are turning to

within

•

financial

that

to

advisory services augmented with robo-

(frequently

advisors for essential investment needs

asked questions), or direct them

because of their convenience, ease of

to

like

use,

lead

They can provide a range of advisory

clients to the best resources for

services, from personalized, automated,

further assistance — be they to

algorithm-based portfolio management

check portfolio status, find updates

to sophisticated tax strategies and risk

on order status or submissions, new

management, all at a markedly lower

financial reports and market events.

cost

Chatbots
answer

are

programmed

clients’

FAQs

appropriate

appointment

•

services

channels

bookings,

Secure

authentication

handle

automated

through

or

bots

that

verification

reliable

channels

to

conclude financial transactions.
•

Transactional
simple

bots

queries

that

and

answer

flag

events

to trigger alerts, such as when a
transaction exceeds trigger limits, a
deduction is due or when trading
authorizations close.

affordability

than

model”

the

(Peers,

and

transparency.

traditional

advisory

2018).

Applying

cognitive technologies and AI to various
advisory utilities across the industry
value chains5 by analyzing historical
data,

market

patterns

and

market

dependencies. While there have been
debates like fundamental vs macro,
and passive vs active investing in the
past, it may be about AI enhancing (or
replacing?) modern portfolio theory
with drastically better projections.

Portfolio Management

Chatbots and Robo-Advisory

Asset and wealth management firms

Robo-advisors

are studying and testing prospective
AI solutions to better their investment
decisions
from

through

mammon

Digital

asset

investment

insights

of

gleaned

historical

management

portfolio)

are

data4.

(like

an

ripe

for

automation through AI where copious
amounts

of

data

about

the

assets

and

chatbots

are

“emerging across the financial services
sector,

helping

investments,

consumers

banking

choose

products

and

insurance policies” (Buchanan, 2018).
“A

‘bot’

created

is
to

a

software

automate

application

certain

tasks

using AI technology” (Future Today
Institute, 2017). “A robo-advisor is an

https://emerj.com/ai-sector-overviews/machine-learning-in-investment-management-and-assetmanagement/
4

5

10

“Artificial intelligence: The Next Frontier for Investment Management Firms,” Deloitte, 2019
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algorithm based digital platform that

expanding both from venture investment

offers automated financial advice or

and through corporate customer service

investment

services.”

budget. Such “chatbots have had to be

Robo-advisors have the potential to

built with robust natural language

lower costs and increase the quality

processing engines as well as reams of

and transparency of financial advice for

finance-specific customer interactions.

consumers. Rohner and Uhl (2017) see

Natural language processing is making

robo-advisory services in three ways:

it

“(1) access to and rebalancing of passive

customers to tell whether they are

and rule-based investment strategies,

talking to an AI interface or a human.

(2)

of

Japan’s three megabanks are using AI

a diversified asset allocation”, and (3)

and robotics to streamline customer

overcoming behavioural biases. They

questions”.6 For example, the Mizuho

find

traditional

Group has a conversational support

investment advice, robo-advisors can

bot that helps answer typical asset

save costs of up to 4.4 per cent per year.

management questions and can even

management

cost-efficient

that

implementation

compared

to

“Banks are also engaging chatbots
to improve their self-service interfaces.
The Bank of America has launched
its AI chatbot Erica and it is available
through voice or message chat on the
bank’s mobile app. Erica’s AI engine
also leverages analytics to assist in
managing personal finance. JP Morgan
has invested in COiN, which is an AI
technology

that

reviews

documents

and extracts data in far less time
than

a

human.

COiN

can

review

approximately 12,000 documents in a
matter of seconds, whereas a human
would spend more than 360,000 hours
of

work

on

the

same

documents”

(Brummer and Yadav, 2019).
Investment

in

chatbots

increasingly

difficult

for

bank

compile associated request documents.

Financial Prediction
Advances in technology have been
the

vanguard

of

financial

services,

especially if these solutions can provide
strong and viable economic advantages
to them. In portfolio management, AI
and machine learning tools are being
used to recognize new signals on price
movements and to generate effective use
of vast available data to improve market
assessment and decision acumen than
with current models. “The key task is
to identify signals from data on which
predictions relating to price level or
volatility can be made, over various
time horizons, to generate higher and

and

conversational interfaces are quickly

uncorrelated

returns”

(FSB,

2017).

Portfolio construction with probabilistic

“Megabanks in Japan Embrace Artificial Intelligence,” Robot Technology. 30 October
2017. Available at: https://business.inquirer.net/239571/megabanks-japan-embraceartificial-intelligence-robot-technology

6
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(risk) calculations, stochastic modelling

the

and

the enhanced AI systems for better

scenario

testing

are

some

of

the mathematical models (including
option related calculations) that are
computationally intensive. Technology
again will provide that leap forward
with “cloud computing streamlining
existing infrastructure and at the same
time enabling many new, previously
unimaginable

or

unimplementable,

applications. In addition to the currently
available
cloud

near-unlimited,

computing,

on-demand

recent

progress

in quantum computers could soon
provide the next disruptive chapter
in humanity’s unbounded appetite for
computational processing” (Buchanan,
2019).
Black swans or extreme events in

algorithm

types

in

projections and predictions.

Blockchain Applications in Asset
Management
Blockchain experts are sure that it can
be used to develop client profiles more
efficiently and reliably. “Storing client
profile data on a blockchain allows for
data points — profile data, behavioral
preferences, wealth net worth, personal
account

information,

social

media

profiles — to be shared as needed, with
each individual block of data being
stored securely, but permissioned for
access by the individual (read, write,
edit) as needed” (Ernst & Young, 2017).

Client Onboarding Process

financial markets have been impossible

In

to predict or time, but historically most

patrons

of the profits have been made or lost

identification and residency documents,

during these extreme events . It is now

prove marital status, sources of wealth,

possible to not depend on predictive

pronounce

analytics based on existing models and

official occupation (and even declare

past events. Newer technologies, for

political ties in order to set up certain

example those that use forward-looking

accounts)

directional

forecasting

Going through this process, financial

instead of being limited to historical

institutions may take days or weeks

data, are beginning to be adopted by

to verify information and conduct due

asset managers and other financial

diligence with reliable accuracy. In such

institutions

like

cases, the blockchain presents a strong

the efficient market hypothesis (EMH)

use case for client onboarding in wealth

and portfolio diversification may still

management.

7

applicable,

market

risk

globally.

but

these

Concepts

concepts

will

give birth to new ones as the financial
data gets increasingly processed by

7

12

improved

the

current
are

system,
required

business

for

prospective
to

show

interests

financial

and

transactions.

Utilizing the blockchain, it would
enable profiles of customers to be stored
on

a

blockchain/distributed

ledger

http://mebfaber.com/2011/08/12/where-the-black-swans-hide-andthe-ten-best-days-myth
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where assigned groups can be granted

of fees to be paid by the sponsors, if

access to selected information or entire

programmed to take proprietary fees

profile based on issuing cryptographic

every time the model is used.

access keys. The system intrinsically
embeds an audit trail for tracking any
change along the chain of information
blocks (hence the blockchain). As a
result, processes requiring informationverification

and

fact-checking,

such

as those employed in AML or KYC,
can be very much streamlined. In
addition, blockchain technologies can
be integrated into onboarding and
“Automated Clearinghouse (ACH) and
Automated Customer Account Transfer
(ACAT) systems that traditionally take
multiple

days

and

involve

manual

processes using multiple systems and
databases” (EY, 2017). The blockchain
can also enhance transfers of assets
between

financial

institutions

with

verified derivation of tracked changes.

Management of Model Portfolios
The propagation of open architecture
investment offerings and the availability
of

third-party

investment

vehicles

have presented significant hurdles for
wealth managers. “Distributed ledger
technology

would

allow

portfolio

managers to instantly communicate
portfolio

changes

to

all

clients

‘subscribed’ to the model, as well as
enable real-time views of individual
account performance, drift outside of
tolerances and cash flows” (EY, 2017).
Also, smart contracts built on the
blockchain would execute trade terms
and conditions, including management

Currently,

asset

managers

use

legacy platforms operating on archaic
data architectures which inhibits ease
of distribution, interfacing and updating
newer third-party models. In some cases,
corporations may end up supporting
redundant

model

management

systems, and remain stuck in timeconsuming processes and frustrating
users. However, with the blockchain,
investment EY notes that managers
can create and maintain a model
which “could be transmitted through
a blockchain to various subscribed
brokers where individual accounts can
be invested according to the model”.
Other

account-level

restriction

constraints

customizations

can

or
be

implemented conveniently.

Trade Clearing and Settlement
The last few decades have seen the asset
management industry grow remarkably
in both size and complexity. The range
of fund structures and coverage of
underlying asset classes has expanded
to meet the investor’s demands for a
distinct set of products. To service this
global set of products, “the industry
makes

significant

use

of

service

companies that act as intermediaries
between them and the clearing and
settlement infrastructure, currently a
complex network of brokers, custodian
banks, stock transfer agents, regulators,
and depositories” (BIS, 1997). A single
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transfer can require multiple liaising

a deep bearing on the settlement of

transactions, and usually takes three

securities transactions and offer massive

days to settle, of which about 20%

reduction in transactional costs leading

generate

to reduced charges for investors.

errors,

which

has

to

be

corrected manually (Mohamed and Ali,
2019).
With a blockchain, two trading
parties can read and write to a shared,
trusted, and error-free platform.8 “The
transaction could be written in legal
language as well as in computer code,
so that the data exchange itself is the
settlement” (BCG, 2016), which can be
made to be visible to regulators where
necessary. “The brokers (as agents of the
buyer and seller) could trade on a larger
blockchain to remove custodians as

Regulatory Compliance
Blockchainized platforms can be used
to

address

the

administration

and

coordination of identity, privacy and
security

across

millions

of

devices

by making them autonomous. These
decentralized platforms give integrated
systems

an

identity,

make

and

receive payments, enter into complex
agreements and transact without an
intermediary (Mohamed and Ali, 2019).
One way to help ease compliance

intermediaries, thereby reducing total

burdens

transaction costs. Institutions issuing

identity management solutions using

securities, such as corporations, cities

blockchain. A blockchain consists of a

and municipalities, could issue them

node and any transaction comprises a

directly onto the blockchain”, thereby

chain of blocks that have been accepted

removing the need for share registry

by the participating node through a

agents.

consensus mechanism. One of the most

The “ability of blockchain distributed
ledgers

to

centralized

replace
systems

intermediary
of

record

has

attracted real interest in investment

is

to

build

and

deploy

important elements in the blockchain
is the identity of a node, and once the
node has been identified correctly, the
entire transaction becomes trustworthy.

firms given the potential to cut cost,

An identity management system

reduce delays, provide more timely and

based on verification cryptography can

accurate data and enhance reporting

be built using AML, CTF, and KYC10

accuracy”.9 The blockchain can have

requirements according to the country-

https://www.bcg.com/en-sea/publications/2016/blockchain-thinking-outside-the-blocks.
aspx

8

9
https://sokodirectory.com/2018/01/blockchain-and-its-impact-to-the-investmentindustry/

10

AML refers to anti-money laundering, CTF is counter-terrorism funding and KYC is
know-your-client
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specific regulations. The same is stored

minimal risk, and use a framework to

virtually and a part of this information

properly allocate time and resources”

is released to the counterparty at the

(EY, 2017). In the short-term, there

time

the

are use cases that can be developed

counterparty’s requirement. The entire

quickly to drive results to win support

solution is built on the distributed

for long-term solutions that may be

ledger where an enterprise is a node

slow to show returns. In addition to

and the platforms developed by asset

creating

management

a

solutions, blockchain should be seen

cryptographic code for each node based

as an enabling technology to improve

on AML, CTF, and KYC requirements.

business operations in the areas of data

of

transaction

and

suffice

companies

Automated
audits,

to

provide

reporting,
process

automated
streamlining

are other benefits offered by such

blockchain-specific

management

through

business

transparency

and revenue-generating opportunities
captured through ease of use.
Financial

blockchainized platforms to address

regulators

are

also

where

exploring the use of AI for better

technology is bridging the gap between

monitoring of financial institutions.

regulators and the asset management

The UK Financial Conduct Authority

industry.

(FCA) is examining “the possibility of

regulatory

compliance,

making its handbook machine-readable

Openness to Adoption and
Regulations

and

While many technologists are able to
grasp the decentralized ledger concept
and the complex Bayesian algorithms,
many business leaders are still fuzzy
on how it can benefit their business
in a profound way, or where it can
disrupt current models for competitive
advantage. Because blockchain applications
may be complicated to understand,
determining a good business strategy
for using it becomes even more difficult.

to

then

fully

machine-executable.

This would mean that machines can
interpret

and

implement

the

rules

directly” (Citi, 2018). “The Division of
Economic and Risk Analysis (DERA)
at the SEC is exploring ML to extract
actionable

insights

from

massive

datasets, helping examiners find cases of
potential fraud or misconduct” (Baugess,
2017). “As institutions find algorithms
that

create

uncorrelated

profits

or

returns, there are concerns that these
will be manipulated on a suitably wide

Establishing an effective framework

scale that correlations actually increase,

identify

which will only become clear as such

real

business

value

is

critical especially when there are many

advanced

technologies

potential

adopted”.

More

blockchain

opportunities.

are

actually

generally,

“greater

“Firms should focus on those use cases

interconnectedness

that have the greatest opportunity with

system may help to share risks and act

Journal of Wealth Management & Financial Planning
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as a safety net to potential shocks or

technology help our portfolio managers

contagion effects” (FSB, 2017).

make the smartest possible investment

International

regulators

utilize

“AI-supported analytical methods to
recognize vulnerability patterns, scan
lengthy reports or analyze incoming
data” (Buchanan, 2018). The Deutsche
Bundesbank is already using AI in its
risk management area and uses Neural
Networks

(NN)

to

assess

financial

market soundness. The European MIFID

decisions at a given point in time using
sophisticated analytics. Other emerging
technologies and approaches to be
adopted in the financial space – such as
Virtual Reality (VR) and integrating the
Internet of Things (IoT) to create holistic
solutions.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest on using Islamic social finance
all over the Islamic populated countries as the demand for financial products and
services acquiescent with Shari’ah keeps increasing. The study was conducted to
examine the impacts of voluntary and involuntary Islamic social finance exclusion
on micro and small enterprises in Zanzibar. The sample size for this study consists
of 287 head of households from the Islands of Pemba and Unguja in Zanzibar, and
survey questionnaire was used as data collection instrument. Structural Equation
Modeling (SEM), based on maximum likelihood estimation, and relevant analyses
are used to analyse the collected data from relevant respondents. The findings
showed that both voluntary and involuntary Islamic social finance exclusion has
an effect on micro and small enterprises underdevelopment and persistent poverty
in Zanzibar. The standardized regression weight has shown that household head
are excluded from Islamic social finance mostly due to debts phobia and cost.
The study limitation is that the findings are based on the financing small and
medium enterprises, whereas, other entities can be researched in future. Although
the originality/value of this study is the first study especially in Zanzibar to address
the contribution of Islamic social finance in financing the business empirically.
Thus, the study has offered several recommendations with regard to the means and
practices of persistent poverty alleviation in Zanzibar via Islamic social finance.
Keywords: Financial Exclusion, Involuntary Islamic Social Finance Exclusion,
SMEs Undervelopment and Persistent Poverty
Correspondence: abdulussi@gmail.com
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processes exist amidst limited access

Introduction
Studies indicate that lack of access to
finance is the biggest obstacle facing
micro and small enterprises (MSEs).
For instance, Adewale (2010) maintains
that financial exclusion impedes the

business sectors. For these reasons, it
is very difficult if not impractical for
most SMEs in Zanzibar to be eligible for
formal financial services.

development of microenterprises and

A key aspect of understanding

the acquisition of ‘sustainable livelihood

micro and small enterprises in Zanzibar

assets’ by the poor. That happens while

is that of their being voluntarily and

micro and small enterprises are an

involuntarily excluded from financial

important source of jobs in developing

services on religious grounds. Almost

counties,

including

98% of people in Zanzibar are Muslims.

Zanzibar.

This

Tanzania

observation

and

suggests

Most

of

them

avoid

conventional

that the government has to help micro

financial services as they deal with

and small businesses by giving them

interest which is completely prohibited

financial

in Islamic teachings (Al-Baqarah; 2:

assistance

to

make

them

effective.

275). Apart from that, there is also an

In Zanzibar, however, both micro
and small enterprises seem to face some
challenges in terms of getting financial
support (i.e. they are voluntarily and
involuntarily

financially

excluded),

technology use, financial management
and management capability and skills
(Makame, 2014). The reasons behind
the said challenges facing SMEs in

increasing concern that most of the
financial

requirements

for

business

owners to get financial support make
them very difficult to afford. Certainly,
that is due to the nature of the business
and level of income. Thus, people decide
to use Islamic social finance (zakat,
sadaqah and waqf) as alternative means
of financial inclusion.

Zanzibar include the following. Firstly,

Based

about 98.4 per cent of small businesses

voluntary

in Zanzibar are formally owned by sole

social finance exclusion might have an

proprietors. Secondly, only 3.4 per cent

impact on persistent poverty directly

of small businesses are registered with

or indirectly in Zanzibar. The indirect

the Business Registrations and Licensing

effect is when small and medium

Agency (BRELA) (NBSR, 2012). Another

enterprises are victims of financial

major constraint facing this industrial

exclusion, the owners may not able

sector in Zanzibar is the absence of an

expand or diversify their business and

enabling business environment in terms

the result is persistent poverty. However,

of

reducing

legal

and

regulatory

framework

(RGoZ, 2007). Currently, long legislative

20

to finance the formal and informal

on

this

and

involuntary

the

understanding,

financial

Islamic

inclusion

for micro and small enterprises in
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Zanzibar can be the means to reduce

(Peyton, 2017). An implication of this

persistent poverty. According to Kumar

observation is the prospect that being

& Balasubramanian (2015),

incapable to access financial services is

financial

inclusion can enhance the resilience
and stability of the real economy, in
general reducing poverty by providing
individuals, households and small and
medium enterprises with greater access
to financial services.

a serious issue.
In Africa, people are financially
excluded because of weak usage and
sustainability of financial services. For
instance, Kessler et al., (2017) indicates
that

transaction

accounts

are

too

Therefore, the objective of this study

expensive in South Africa. Forty per

is to examine the impacts of voluntary

cent of customers without an account

and involuntary Islamic social financial

complain that fees are too high and

exclusion on the underdevelopment

that bank branches are too far away. In

of micro and small enterprises (MSEs)

Tanzania-Zanzibar, the financial sector

and persistent poverty in Zanzibar. The

is very dynamic but the population

following section covers the literature

lacks financial education and financial

review and methodology. Finally, the

exclusion

paper ends with results and conclusion.

(Brown, Mackie, Smith, & Msoka, 2015).

remains

a

big

challenge

Almost 30 per cent of Tanzanians do

Literature Review
Financial Exclusion

have have bank accounts, and as for
those who can access financial services,
the level of their saving and borrowing

The European Social Watch Report

remains

(2010) defines financial exclusion as

observation has important implications

‘the inability of individuals, households

for understanding the extent of the

or groups to access necessary financial

problem related to financial accessibility

services in an appropriate form’, and this

amongst the general populace.

can be either a cause or a consequence
of social exclusion or both (Simon et al.,
2011). For example, in the UK alone, it
was estimated that 1.7 million people
did not have bank accounts, that 40 per
cent of the working age population had
less than £100 in saving, approximately
600,000 of the older population were
financially excluded, and 51 per cent of
18 to 24-year-olds worried about money

obstinately

low 1 .

This

Currently, in most Muslim majority
countries, access to finance is said be
increasing. Among the reasons for this
include the improvement of Islamic
financial services such as Islamic banking
and finance, Islamic microfinance and
Islamic social finance (Obaidullah &
Shirazi, 2017). Normally, Islamic social
finance (zakat, waqf and sadaqah) can
help to improve household welfare and

The Economist Intelligence Unit 2017, Financial exclusion to continue to weigh on
economic growth, Tanzania

1
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push small enterprise activity. However,

He also concludes that in most Muslim

a majority of respondents see Islamic

countries, financial inclusion is only

social financial inclusion as a big

27 per cent. Hence, voluntary Islamic

problem both for households and for

social finance exclusion may be linked

small enterprises (World Bank, 2014).

to individual preferences or cultural

Voluntary Islamic Social Finance
Exclusion
Voluntary social financial exclusion
is

the

level

of

financial

exclusion

social finance services.
Furthermore,

access

to

finance

has been found to be important to

whereby people are self-excluded from

the development of

social finance services (Sain, Rahman,

enterprises and sustainable livelihood

& Khanam, 2016). The World Bank

asset

(2014) defines voluntary exclusion as

from financial services would affect

a condition where a segment of the

the expansion and diversification of

population or firms chooses not to

household enterprises. In India, the

use financial services either because

majority of SMEs or 92.77 per cent had

they have no need for them or due to

no finance or depend on self-finance

cultural or religious reasons. There is

(Chakrabarty, 2011). Thus, the level

no specific reason for voluntary Islamic

of financial exclusion is very high in

social finance exclusion; however, there

India as most of them are excluded

are several factors that act as catalysts

voluntarily.

for this phenomenon, such as cultural

unaffected by voluntary exclusion from

capital, fear of debts and sometimes

financial services. In east Africa, the

location. These factors may result in the

study conducted in the Mukuru slums

households not having access to finance

in Nairobi by Murigi (2014) found that

either directly or indirectly.

there is a positive significance between

The study of Adeyemi, Huq Pramanik,
Kameel, & Meera (2012) conclude that
the phobia for debt may be a reason
for the poor people in Ilorin, Nigeria
not borrowing and cultural capital
may also exclude them from borrowing
from

financial

services.

Zulkhibri

(2016) states that despite the growth
of the Islamic finance sector in many

22

norms and low knowledge of Islamic

acquisition.

financial

small and micro
So,

SMEs

access

self-exclusion

cannot

and

the

remain

financial

performance of SMEs in the Mukuru
slums. The results show that 43 per
cent of the SMEs in Mukuru slums
have informal financing, meaning they
are voluntarily excluded from financial
services,

which

would

affect

their

business financial performance.
Adewale

(2014)

examined

the

Muslim countries, many individuals

relationship between financial exclusion

and firms are still financially excluded.

(whether voluntary or involuntary) and
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sustainable livelihood assets in Ilorin,

this study. They found that there is

Kwara state, Nigeria. He found that

a

there is a relationship between financial

financial

exclusion and sustainable livelihood

well – being of

assets acquisition. This implies that

This implies that when low income

lack of financial inclusion in Kwara

households are financially included,

state

statistically

they improve their income and if they

hinders assets acquisition. Normally,

are financially excluded, their poverty

non-financial assets (such as skills,

level will increase.

significantly

and

social network, access to facilities) have
a significant impact on the household’s
ability to achieve greater inclusion and
build a better sustainable approach
to their finance; however, these nonfinancial assets can bring the household
to voluntary financial exclusion (FPF,
2010).

significant

relationship

inclusion

and

between
financial

low income earners.

The study found that there is a
positive significant relationship between
micro finance and the performance of
small and medium scale enterprises.
The implication of this finding is that
financial inclusion will have a positive
significant impact on the development
of small and micro enterprises but

Furthermore, despite the increase in

financial exclusion will have negative

financial institutions in Tanzania, the

impact on the development of small

level of access of households to these

and micro enterprises.

institutions remains very low and affects
the development of MSEs (Ahmed &
Jianguo, 2014). Specifically, in Zanzibar,
around 46 per cent in rural and urban
areas

are

excluded

from

financial

services, which affects their business
performance (Brown et al., 2015).

study

of

Ajinaja

&

inadequate

Odeyale

factors

such

infrastructure

as

causes

involuntary financial exclusion. Makoni
(2014) found that due to inadequate
basic infrastructure in rural areas,
banking services prefer not to invest
in these areas, resulting in the people
in

Involuntary Islamic Social
Finance Exclusion
The

Furthermore,

those

areas

excluded

from

They

cannot

being

involuntarily

financial
engage

in

services.
business

(2017) tested two issues. The first is

because there is a lack of financial

whether financial inclusion improves

support and they cannot sustain their

financial well-being

sustainable livelihood assets, thus

and the second

is the impacts of micro finance on the

intergenerational

performance of small and medium

poverty.

transmission

the
of

scale enterprises. Both are related to
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Micro and Small Enterprises

business support services to help MSMEs

The

grow.

Commission

of

the

European

Communities (Liikanen, 2003), states
that ‘The category of micro, small and
medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) is
made up of enterprises which employ
fewer than 250 persons and which have
an annual turnover not exceeding EUR
50 million, and/or an annual balance
sheet total not exceeding EUR 43
million’. At the same, a microenterprise
is defined as ‘an enterprise which
employs fewer than 10 persons and
whose annual turnover and/or annual
balance sheet total does not exceed

Malaolu,

&

Elias

(2013) stated that burnt bricklaying has
significant positive impact on poverty
alleviation, job creation, and income
generation in Nigeria; therefore, their
study recommends that the challenges
of poor infrastructure, low prices of
bricks, low demand for bricks, and low
operating capital faced by these small
scale enterprises should be addressed
by the various tiers of government and
the financial system as a viable means
of job creation, poverty alleviation and
income generation in Nigeria.

EUR 2 million’, while a small enterprise

MSEs contribute to the GDP of the

is defined as ‘an enterprise which

country if they are managed properly.

employs fewer than 50 persons and

According

whose annual turnover and/or annual

Small and Medium Scale Enterprises

balance sheet total does not exceed

contribute a colossal percentage to

EUR 10 million’.

the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in

Micro and Small Enterprises (MSEs)
play an important role, particularly in
poverty alleviation. Muturi (2015) found
that MSEs will assist in the realization
of

Kenya

Vision

2030

through

employment, job creation, adoption of
appropriate technology, development of
a pool of skilled and unskilled labour,
capital and wealth creation, increasing
revenues and promotion of gender

24

Ogbuabor,

to

Adjei

(2012),

Micro,

ensuring economic growth, employment,
income stability and poverty reduction
in

most

developing

countries

like

Ghana. To support this, countries with
larger microenterprise (ME) or small
and medium enterprise (SME) sectors
have more rapid economic growth in
per capita income (Anthony, Arthur,
Nagarajan, Wood, & Ayyagari, 2008).

empowerment. According to Agyapong

Methodology

(2010),

medium

Under the philosophical assumption,

enterprise in Ghana are in the fields

positivism was adopted for this study for

of farming, fishing, small-scale mining,

several reasons. The main reason being

restaurants, food processing and other

that it fits the quantitative research

services. Thus he recommended that the

design used in this study. Also, there is

government and policymakers institute

a need to use method and philosophy

viable credit support and non-financial

that fit together the insights provided

micro,

small

and
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by quantitative research into a workable

analysis and the full-fledged structural

s o lution. There fore , q uantit at ive

model.

research design was employed in this

Results And Discussion

study since it allows the researchers
to explore, explain a phenomenon, and
interpret data statistically in a wider
and easy way. Employing this research

Profile of Respondents
Table 1
Demographics of Respondents

design enabled the researchers to solve
the issue at hand, while overcoming

Variable

Category

Percentage
(%)

the limitations of quantitative research

Gender

Male

50.5

Female

49.5

18-29

23.7

30-39

27.9

40-49

26.8

questions which require the respondents

50 and
above

21.6

to indicate how much or to what extent

Married

70.7

Single

17.4

Divorced

11.8

design
For data collection and analysis,
a questionnaire was developed based
on the Likert scale because it includes

they agree or disagree with the given

Age

Marital Status

statement in each construct. Following
this type of rating scale, the options
range from lowest to highest responses
that is 1 to 7 respectively. These options

Occupation

are very strongly disagree (VD) = 1,
strongly disagree (SD) = 2, disagree (D) =
3, somewhat agree (SWA) = 4, agree (A) =
5, strongly agree (SA) = 6, very strongly
agree (VA) = 7.
Stratified

Self
employed
Public
sector
Private
sector
Others

35.9
23.7
16.7
23.7

Table 1 summarises the respondents’
demographic information. As expected,
the number of male household heads

random

sampling

was

was almost the same as the number of

used to distribute 287 questionnaires to

female household heads. This is because

the respondents (heads of households)

the population of women in Zanzibar

and all were collected. Respondents

who represent their family as a head

were classified by gender, age, marital

is high due to either death of their

status and occupation. Cronbach’s Alpha

husband or polygamy. At the same time,

test was conducted to measure the

it is envisaged that

reliability of the instrument for all items

would help avoid gender sample bias in

and the result was 0.874, indicating a

the data.

satisfactory level of internal consistency.
The statistical tool used for analysis was
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM),
which

includes

confirmatory

factor

this distribution

The age of the respondents in
social research is the one of the most
important characteristics in capturing
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their views about a particular problem

cent of the total respondents, which is

(Abideen 2010). Table 1 shows that

more than half, were in need of help

54.7 per cent of the respondents were

so they could improve or establish

between the ages of 30-49, which is

their own business. This is supported

more than half of the total respondents.

by the official information that the

This indicates that most of the heads

unemployment rate in Zanzibar is 34

of households were in the economically

per cent with a much higher real rate

active labour force and they could

of youth unemployment and joblessness

manage their business and take on their

estimated at a high 85 per cent.

family responsibilities well.

Test of the Model Fit

The majority of the respondents
(70.7 per cent) were married, 17.4 per
cent were single and 11.8 per cent were
divorced. The average respondents were
in the 30-39 age group. This age group
normally comprises either persons who
are married and are household heads
or

have taken over responsibility as

household heads when parents transfer
their responsibility to their children to
take care of their family, or due to death,
disability or desertion because of the
hardship of their lives. The implication
of this is it

increases poverty in the

family.

The goodness of fit of the measurement
model

was

tested

through

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) and
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). It
was conducted using SPSS23 and AMOS23
Graphics
and

model-fitting

adopting

maximum

programme
likelihood

estimation (Langrock & King, 2013). In
examining this model fit, the number
of measurement fit index was used
such as the minimum value of the
discrepancy between the observed data
and the hypothesized model divided
by the degree of freedom (CMN/
df), the Comparative Fit Index (CFI),

the

and the Root Mean Square Error of

household heads were occupied in

Approximation (RMSEA) as suggested

different sectors. The majority of the

in (Campobasso & Fanizzi, 2013). Table

heads of household (35.9 per cent) was

2 shows the output of the confirmatory

self-employed. Respondents who were

factor analysis and structural equation

engaged in the government and the

modelling (measurement model fits) as

private sectors comprised 23.7 per cent

calculated using AMOS23.

and 16.7 per cent respectively while

The results in Table 2 reveal that

23.7 per cent of the

further analysis can be done to measure

Table

1

also

shows

that

household heads

were not working or not employed. The

the hypothesis of this study.

implication of this result is that 59.6 per

26
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Table 2
Tabular Presentation of Measurement Model Criteria Compared to Model Output
Fit Indices

Model
CMIN/DF

CFI

RMSEA

Cut-off point

2 ≥ CMIN/DF ≤ 5

CFI >0.90

RMSEA ≤ 0.08

CFA (Measurement model)

1.840

0.971

0.054

SEM (Measurement model)

1.840

0.971

0.054

Status

Accepted/Fit

Accepted/Fit

Accepted/Fit

Interpretation of Regression Weights, Covariance, and Correlations
from Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Confirmatory Factor Analysis was used to test how well the measured variables
represented the number of constructs. More importantly, CFA was used to confirm

Independent Variable

Figure 1
The Standardized Estimate for Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)
Journal of Wealth Management & Financial Planning
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Table 3
Regression Weights: (Group Number 1 - Default Model)
S.E.

C.R.

P

Label

Diversification

<--- MSEs_UD

1.152

.089

12.886

***

par_1

Expansion

<--- MSEs_UD

.881

.074

11.922 ***

par_2

Awareness

<--- IISFEX

.908

.063

14.342 ***

par_3

Eligibility

<--- IISFEX

.517

.080

6.422

***

par_4

Cost

<--- IISFEX

1.039

.059

17.723

***

par_5

Cultural

<--- VISFEX

.772

.065

11.828

***

par_6

Debt Phobia

<--- VISFEX

.915

.050

18.284 ***

par_7

Location

<--- VISFEX

.808

.057

14.293

***

par_8

Subject

<--- PP

.943

.078

12.102

***

par_9

Expenditure

<--- PP

1.054

.077

13.721

***

par_10

Assets

<--- PP

1.104

.072

15.285

***

par_11

Income

<--- PP

1.065

.067

15.853

***

par_12

a hypothesized factor structure and

above the significant level, which is

also used as a valid procedure in

1.96. Therefore, the regression weights

measurement. The analysis that follows

associated with all indicators were

is obtained from the CFA.

significant.
Table 4 shows the standardized

Regression Weights
Table 3 shows the regression weights of
the variables. There are unstandardised
and standardized estimates. The outputs
displayed

under

unstandardised

estimates are standard error, critical
ratio, and p-value. A critical ratio
greater than 1.96 or a p-value smaller
than 0.05 signifies the parameter is
statistically discernible from zero at the
0.05 significance level. Three stars (***)
mean that the p-value is less than 0.001.
In this case, all of the variables listed
were statistically significant because the
p-values were less than 0.05 and Critical
Ratio (CR) values of all indicators were

28

Estimate

estimates of the latent and observed
variables. The interpretation can be
done as the correlation between the
observed variable and the corresponding
common factor. In these four factors, the
regression weights were all significant.
There were three indicators in voluntary
Islamic social finance exclusion latent
variable (cultural, debt phobia, and
location).

Among

these,

only

debt

phobia had high standardized loading
of 0.925, while the remaining two
indicators respectively had moderate
factor loadings of 0.658 cultural capital,
and 0.767 for location.
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Table 4
Standardized Regression Weights: (Group Number 1 - Default Model)
Estimate
Diversification

<---

MSEs_UD

.799

Expansion

<---

MSEs_UD

.734

Awareness

<---

IISFEX

.793

Eligibility

<---

IISFEX

.384

Cost

<---

IISFEX

.948

Cultural

<---

VISFEX

.658

Debt Phobia

<---

VISFEX

.925

Location

<---

VISFEX

.767

Subject

<---

PP

.674

Expenditure

<---

PP

.742

Assets

<---

PP

.803

Income

<---

PP

.825

Although involuntary Islamic social

Covariance

finance exclusion had three indicators

Covariance is a measure of how much

(awareness, eligibility, and cost), the

two variables vary together. There are

two indicators (awareness and cost)

positive and negative covariance. The

had high response to the factor. Their

positive covariance occurs where two

standardized regressions were 0.948

variables are moving together in the same

for cost and 0.793 for awareness. The

direction. This occurs when an increase

eligibility had low standardized loading

in one variable leads to an increase in

of 0.384, suggesting that it is not a

the other variable or a decrease in one

reliable indicator of involuntary Islamic

variable also results in a decrease in

social finance exclusion. Diversification

the other. A large covariance means a

and expansion seem to be the reliable

strong relationship between variables.

indicators

Small

Therefore, the positive number can

Enterprises which have also higher

be used to indicate the magnitude of

factor loading. Table 4

covariance and negative numbers can

explanation.

for

Micro

and

illustrates the

represent an inverse relationship.
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Table 5
Covariances: (Group Number 1 - Default Model)
Estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P

Label

MSEs_UD

<--> IISFEX

.525

.058

9.109

***

par_13

MSEs_UD

<--> VISFEX

.534

.057

9.298

***

par_14

MSEs_UD

<--> PP

.366

.067

5.503

***

par_15

IISFEX

<--> VISFEX

.498

.052

9.495

***

par_16

IISFEX

<--> PP

.186

.065

2.861

.004

par_17

VISFEX

<--> PP

.203

.065

3.107

.002

par_18

As seen in Table 5, the critical ratio (CR)

within the range of -1 to +1, while the

was instructive as the measurement

covariance value can be outside of that

criteria. The Critical Ratio (CR) value of

range.

above 2 indicates the corresponding pair
of the factors significantly covariated or
the factors were correlated. If the CR
value is less than 2, it indicates the
corresponding pair of factors do not
covariate or they are not related. Table
4 shows that all factors were above 2,
meaning that all factors were correlated
with their variable. Even the p-values for
all factors were less than the significant
level of 0.05, which means that all
factors were related.

were positively correlated because the
estimated values were all positive. For
instance, the voluntary and involuntary
Islamic

social

finance

exclusion

and medium and small enterprises
were highly correlated because the
correlation values were 0.534 and 0.525
respectively. This implies that if access
to and usage of Islamic social finance
and persistent poverty is reduced.

Correlation is the most common useful
statistics and it is used to explain
the degree of relationship between
This

study, which shows that all variables

improves, the business also improves

Correlations

variables.

Table 6 shows the result of this

statistical

Table 6
Correlations: (Group Number 1 Default Model)

technique

Estimate

shows whether and how strongly pairs
of variables are related. There is a slight

MSEs_UD <-->

IISFEX

.525

difference

MSEs_UD <--> VISFEX

.534

because correlation tells how close or

MSEs_UD <-->

.366

far two variables are independent from

IISFEX

<--> VISFEX

.498

each other, while covariance tells how

IISFEX

<-->

PP

.186

much two variables tend to change

VISFEX

<-->

PP

.203

compared

to

covariance

PP

together. The correlation values can fall
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Figure 2
The Standardized Estimate for Structural Equation Modeling
Testing Structural Relationships

model whether the structure can be

In this study, four variables were tested

imposed and assessed as to fit of the

using

structural

equation

modeling

in order to determine their impacts
on Zanzibar society. These variables
were Voluntary Islamic Social Finance
Exclusion (VISFE), Involuntary Islamic
social

finance,

Micro

and

small

enterprises Underdevelopment (MSE_
UD) and persistent poverty. The path
estimate was used in structural model
to show the relationship among these
variables. To see how these

variables

were related, the hypothesis was created
to test the relationship.

is

presented

to

provide

the estimation of latent variables and
observed

variables,

and

or

not

(Novikova,

Richman,

Supekar, Barnard-Brak, & Hall, 2013).
More specifically, this modeling tests
the

structural

relationship

between

the variables. That means the path
estimate is used in structural model
to show the relationship among the
variables, to state the variable that has
significant relationship with another
variable. At this stage,

the objectives

of this study were tested and the
questions

were

answered.

In

order

to see how the variables were related
and hypotheses were created so as to

In Figure 2, Structural Equation
Modeling

data

testing

test the relationship between a latent
variable and other latent variables, the
following information is presented.

the
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•

Involuntary Islamic Social Finance

relationship

The related measured variables which
were

used

to

measure

Islamic

involuntary

for

involuntary

social

involuntary

finance

exclusion

underdevelopment in Zanzibar.

cost, eligibility and awareness. The
hypotheses

between

and micro and small enterprises

Islamic social finance exclusion were
relevant

H11 : There is a significant causal

•

H20 : There is no significant causal
relationship

Islamic social finance exclusion are:

between

involuntary

Islamic social finance exclusion and
•

persistent poverty in Zanzibar.

H10 : There is no significant causal
relationship
Islamic

between

social

finance

involuntary

•

H21 : There is a significant causal
relationship

exclusion

between

involuntary

and micro and small enterprises

Islamic social finance exclusion and

underdevelopment in Zanzibar.

persistent poverty in Zanzibar.

Table 7
Regression Weights: (Group Number 1 - Default Model)

32

Estimate

S.E.

C.R.

P

Label

MSEs_UD

<--- IISFEX

.381

.087

4.366

***

par_9

MSEs_UD

<--- VISFEX

.516

.112

4.602

***

par_10

PP

<--- MSEs_UD

.299

.087

3.451

***

par_11

PP

<--- IISFEX

-.012

.076

-.160

.873

par_13

PP

<--- VISFEX

.017

.101

.167

.867

par_14

Diversification

<--- MSEs_UD

1.000

Expansion
Awareness
Eligibility
Cost

<--<--<--<---

.765
.873
.497
1.000

.085
.070
.079

8.962
12.487
6.290

***
***
***

par_1
par_2
par_3

Cultural

<--- VISFEX

.955

.086

11.115

***

par_4

Debt_Phobia
Location
Subject
Expenditure
Assets
Income

<--<--<--<--<--<---

1.133
1.000
1.000
1.118
1.171
1.129

.083

13.668

***

par_5

.105
.103
.098

10.679
11.325
11.503

***
***
***

par_6
par_7
par_8

MSEs_UD
IISFEX
IISFEX
IISFEX
VISFEX
VISFEX
PP
PP
PP
PP
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The results in Table 7 show that for
hypothesis
a

number

significant

involuntary
exclusion
enterprises

there

relationship
Islamic

and

The variables that were used to measure

finance

voluntary Islamic social finance in this

small

study were location, debt phobia and

and

underdevelopment
The

researchers

the

hypothesis

and

was

between

social

micro

Zanzibar.
null

one,

Voluntary Islamic Social Finance
Exclusion

in

rejected
accepted

the alternative hypothesis. The null
hypothesis was rejected because the

cultural

•

Islamic

•

•

Islamic

social

finance

exclusion

H40 : There is no significant causal
relationship

between

voluntary

Islamic social finance exclusion and

than the significance level of 0.05, and

involuntary

finance

voluntary

underdevelopment in Zanzibar.

the p-value was 0.873, which is greater

significant causal relationship between

social

between

and micro and small enterprises

and Critical Ratio (CR) that exceeds

null hypothesis because there was no

exclusion

H31 : There is a significant causal
relationship

By using a significance level of 0.05

so the researcher failed to reject the

finance

voluntary

underdevelopment in Zanzibar.

Islamic

the critical ratio was less than 1.96,

social

between

and micro and small enterprises

and small enterprises.

significant. As for the second hypothesis,

are

H30 : There is no significant causal
relationship

indicates that involuntary exclusion

1.96 in magnitude would be called

following

Islamic social finance exclusion:

the significance level of 0.05. This

affect the underdevelopment of micro

The

the relevant hypotheses for voluntary

p-value of this relationship was below

from Islamic social finance can highly

capital.

persistent poverty in Zanzibar.
•

H41 : There is a significant causal
relationship

between

voluntary

Islamic social finance exclusion and
persistent poverty in Zanzibar.

exclusion and persistent poverty in

The results in Table 7 show that the

Zanzibar. This implies that people are

third hypothesis of this study indicates

poor not because they are involuntarily

that there was a significant causal

excluded from Islamic social finance,

relationship between voluntary Islamic

but because they don’t have financial

social finance exclusion and micro and

access

small

small enterprises underdevelopment in

business. This finding corroborates the

Zanzibar. This is because the p-value

finding in Makoni (2014) and Ajinaja

was less than the significance level of

and Odeyale (2017).

0.05. The researchers rejected the null

for

their

micro

and

hypothesis and accepted the alternative
hypothesis. It is an interesting result
because even if people are self-excluded
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from Islamic social finance, the effect is
their business does not grow. Although
there is the the possibility of voluntary

Table 8
Standardized Regression Weights:
(Group Number 1 - Default Model)

financial exclusion, most people will in
fact experience barriers to inclusion.

ESTIMATE
Awareness <---

IISFEX

.793

Eligibility

<---

IISFEX

.384

Cost

<---

IISFEX

.948

Cultural

<--- VISFEX

.658

four, the result shows that there was no

Debt_
Phobia

<--- VISFEX

.925

significant causal relationship between

Location

<--- VISFEX

.767

Therefore, it is not good to choose selfexclusion because it will affect your
future inclusion.
However, for hypothesis number

voluntary

Islamic

social

finance

exclusion and persistent poverty in
Zanzibar

because

the

p-value

was

greater than the significance level of
0.05. Therefore, the researchers failed
to reject the null hypothesis (see Table
7). This implies that when people are
voluntarily

excluded

from

Islamic

social finance, it would not change their
poverty level but it will affect what they
are doing to earn income.

that of all the driving factors that cause
from

social

financial

services (debts phobia, cultural
location),

involuntary

Islamic

and
social

financial exclusion (cost, eligibility and
awareness) had a high standardized
factor loading.

household head might be involuntarily
excluded from Islamic social finance
due to the high cost of getting financial
support

and

Islamic

social

lack

of

financial

awareness

of

services

as

manifestations of IISFEx, it is likely that
the poor households micro enterprises
may not be developing to their full
potential. The findings indicate that
IISFEx

The findings in Table 8 indicate
self-exclusion

Table 8 also indicates that as the

is

both

a

statistically

and

practically significant determinant of
MSE UD in Zanzibar.
Furthermore, people might decide
not to have such services as they have a
debt phobia of not being able to return
the money back at specific periods.
Also, people might decide to choose
self-exclusion

from

social

finance

services just because the location of the
service is very far.

James L. Arbuckle, 2013, IBM® SPSS® Amos™ 22 User’s Guide

2
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Table 9
Regression Weights: (Group Number 1 - Default Model)
C.R.

P

Label

<--- IISFEX

.381

.087

4.366

***

par_9

MSEs_UD

<--- VISFEX

.516

.112

4.602

***

par_10

PP

<--- MSEs_UD

.299

.087

3.451

***

par_11

The

variables

that

were

head would lead to underdevelopment
of micro and small enterprises and the
used

to

measure micro and small enterprises
underdevelopment were diversification
and

expansion.

So

the

relevant

hypotheses are restated below:
H0: There is no significant causal
relationship between micro and
small enterprises underdevelopment
and persistent poverty among the
poor in Zanzibar.
•

S.E.

MSEs_UD

Micro and Small Enterprises
Underdevelopment

•

Estimate

level of persistent poverty in Zanzibar
will also increase.
Persistence of Poverty
Based on structural equation modeling,
all indicators that were used to measure
persistent poverty had high loadings.
Table 10 shows the factor loading
for income and assets were .82 and
.80 respectively, which were a little
bit higher than the factor loadings

H1: There is a significant causal

for expenditure which was .74 and

relationship between micro and

subjective poverty which was .67. The

small enterprises underdevelopment

factor loadings for income was high

and persistent poverty among the

compared to others. This

poor in Zanzibar.

the income indicator is more sensitive

shows how

Table 9 shows that there was a significant

to measure persistent poverty (Adewale,

causal relationship between micro and

2014). In addition, the result of this

small

study showed that all indicators were

enterprises

underdevelopment

and persistent poverty among the poor
in Zanzibar because the p-value was less
than the significant level of 0.05.
So the researchers rejected the null
hypothesis and accepted the alternative
hypothesis. The implication of this
relationship is that lack of access and
involuntary or voluntary use of Islamic
social finance services by the household

statistically significant at p-<0.05.

Table 10:
Standardized Regression Weights:
(Group Number 1 - Default Model)
Subjective
Poverty

<--- PP

.674

Expenditure
Assets
Income

<--- PP
<--- PP
<--- PP

.742
.803
.825
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of businesses (small, medium and large)

Conclusion and
Recommendations

that would be more efficient. In this

The study objective was to examine the
impacts of voluntary and involuntary
Islamic social financial exclusion on

way, the poor can get a more stable
income, which would enhance their
well-being.

Micro and Small Enterprises (MSEs)
under development and on persistent
poverty in Zanzibar. This objective was
achieved as MSE underdevelopment
and

persistent

poverty

are

highly

significant directly due to voluntary
and involuntary Islamic social finance
exclusion.

Therefore,

this

study

concludes that it is necessary to build
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ABSTRACT
This paper estimates the dropout behaviour of borrowers with the household
level data of a specialized programme called PRIME (Programmed Initiatives
for Monga Eradication) targeted in the North Bengal region of Bangladesh,
consisting data of six rounds (2008-2013) on around 16000 observations.
It was observed that the dropout rate was lowest for the PRIME credit plus
households, implying that non-financial services along with financial ones
have greater impact on borrowers’ satisfaction. Our analysis also showed that
female-headed households and wage- earning households were more probable
to exit. They are the weakest and most vulnerable groups. Our econometric
analysis showed that programme characteristics had a great impact on
the dropout decision irrespective of any microfinance programme. If the
programme includes additional services along with loan such as training,
healthcare and livestock services, then the probability of dropping out
would be lower. This is where PRIME credit plus works well in reducing the
dropout rate of those households that, in particular, received both credit and
non-credit interventions. This implies that Microfinance Institutions (MFIs)
should deepen the non-financial interventions, particularly, for the vulnerable
households. The higher intensity of drop out among the female headed as
well as wage earning members probably suggests that the programme design
of MFIs should be flexible for the vulnerable female headed or wage earning
households.
Keywords: dropout behaviour; microfinance programme; logistic analysis;
Bangladesh
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product development, service offered,

Introduction
Microfinance has been regarded as
one of the most crucial policy tools
for enhancing the livelihood of poor
people in developing countries through
giving them access to financial services.
Researchers and practitioners in the
development

field

believe

that

the

access to financial service is one of the
prime conditions for poverty reduction.
This is because with financial services,
poor people can smooth consumption
by participating in income-generating
activities. The early studies of Udry
(1994), Besley (1995), Morduch (1995),
(1998)

show

the

evidences

that

microfinance helps in consumption
smoothing by playing an insurance
role during shocks. The ripple effect
of microfinance is also remarkable.
It plays a positive role in providing

efficiency (Khavul, 2010). Retaining
clients is crucial for the survival of
MFIs because it can not only reduce
the administrative costs, but it can
also decrease default risks (Pagura et
al., 2001; Mustafa, 1996). Microfinance
profitability

depends

on

retaining

clients’ loyalty and clients’ satisfaction
to a great extent (Nawaz, 2010; Shahriar,
2012).

Satisfied

clients

attract

new

clients, which maximizes membership
participation
and

into

Obeng-Odoom,

the

MFIs

2009;

(Kotir

Shahriar,

2012). Microfinance practitioners have
recognized the importance of customer
retention as it costs the MFIs more to
acquire new customers than to satisfy
and retain existing customers (Westover,
2008; Islam, 2011).

better nutrition, education and medical

Though the issue of drop out in the

facilities along with empowering the

microfinance sector is not very new,

beneficiaries. In spite of the excellent

few studies have addressed this issue in

achievements

microfinance

detail. Some studies during the mid 90s

in providing financial services to the

such as Hasan and Shahid (1995); Khan

poor, it is still experiencing difficulties

and Chowdury (1995); ASA (1996);

to attract borrowers for the long term

Mustafa, et al., (1996); Hulme and Mosley

and thus struggling to attain financial

(1997);

sustainability.

(2003) have discussed the dropout issue

Client
impact

of

drop
on

Microfinance

out

both

has

adverse

borrowers

Institutions

and
(MFIs).

While most MFIs acknowledge the
significance of client retention, very
few have designed business strategies to
maximize customer loyalty (Churchill,
2000; Islam, 2011). Competition has
increased among MFIs in terms of

40

customer relationship and management

Wright

(1997);

and

Pagura

extensively. However, in recent years,
no detailed study on the dropout issue
in Bangladesh has been conducted.
Re-examining the dropout issue is thus
crucial. It is also important to note that,
despite

the

successful

performance

of Bangladesh in this sector, the MFIs
are yet to achieve sustainability to a
great extent. As the ultimate goal of
any microfinance programme is to
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provide financial services to the poor

households. In the first step, we estimated

in

financial

the dropout rate, and then we identified

major

the characteristics of drop out and

a

sustainable

self-sufficiency

manner,

becomes

of

importance, especially when the donors

continued

tend to slash the subsidies over time.

Next we assessed the determinants

Therefore, addressing the determinants

of

of the dropout issue and recommending

we conclude the paper with the key

appropriate

findings and recommendations.

policy

for

mitigating

membership

such

dropout

households.

behaviour.

Lastly

this problem may help to achieve

many have dropped out of MFIs, many

What determines the
dropout decision of
borrowers?: Evidence from
Literature Review

have also continued their membership

Members decide to drop out due to

for years. The question is why some exit

many issues. Maybe the microfinance

from the market and why some remain

programme

in the market. Keeping this question in

meet their expectation, maybe they

mind, we attempted to investigate what

faced some financial loss and had

factors determine the drop-out decision

difficulties in repaying the loan or

of borrowers. We intend to find out both

maybe they decided to drop out due to

the institutional factors and demand side

some external factors such as natural

factors influencing drop out. This paper

calamities, seasonal shocks or economic

analyses the household level data of a

downturn, political instability and so

specialized programme called PRIME

forth. Though few studies in recent

(Programmed

Monga

times have assessed the reasons for

North

drop out, the findings are truly worthy

Bengal region of Bangladesh, consisting

to mention. Almost all the studies have

data of six rounds (2008-2013) on

pointed out some common reasons,

around 16000 observations. PRIME is a

such as dissatisfaction among clients

multidimensional programme designed

with poor product design, business

and initiated by Palli Karma Shahayak

failure

Foundation (PKSF) in 2006 targeted in

characteristics of borrowers.

sustainability

of

any

microfinance

programme to some extent.
It is interesting to note that while

Eradication)

Initiatives
targeted

in

for
the

“Monga” (near famine situation) prone
areas of North Bengal. The components
of the programme are micro credit,
savings, training, technical assistance
and

health

services.

The

central

objective of this paper is to address the
issue of dropout behaviour of PRIME

The

of

they

joined

clients,

literature

failed

to

socio-economic

suggests

that

a

standard loan contract does not satisfy
the requirements of all clients (Wright,
1997; Weller, 2002; Cohen, 2002 and
Marin

et

al.;

2002;

Hume,

1999).

Brahman and Brahman (2014) conducted
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a study on Bangladesh and found that

It is also important to note that we

demand for large-sized loan, delay on

considered those households as drop

loan disbursement, high interest rate,

out who discontinued their membership

natural disaster, staff attitude towards

for two successive years and never re-

clients, institutional regulatory policy

joined.

are major reasons for client drop out
from MFIs. Urquizo (2006) also argues
that the mismatch between demand and
supply may encourage many clients to
drop out from the institution and exit

In this paper, we followed the
concept of CGAP technical note while
calculating the client annual dropout
rate, which is as follows:

from the market. There have been

DRR = 1- [AMt/ (AMt-1 + TNMt)]

quite substantial changes in the loan

Where:

contract and more flexibility has been

AMt-1 = number of active households at

introduced. In Bangladesh, substantial

the beginning of the period t-1.

changes have also been made based
on the experiences of two decades.
Separate programme designs exist for
the moderate poor and the extreme

TNMt = the number of new (first time)
households during the period t.
AMt = the number of active households
at the end of the period t

poor. The extreme poor require beyond
credit. Although the design is flexible,

DRR = Dropout rate

both weekly instalments and weekly

As we mentioned earlier, PRIME is

meetings are commonly practised as

a

the participating partner MFIs also

of both financial and non-financial

apply these in normal or traditional

service. We can compare the dropout

credit

authors

rates of the group that has taken both

showed that the nature of the economic

credit and nonfinancial service with

activities, for example seasonality, that

the group that has taken only credit

the borrowers are engaged in have a

but no other services like training,

bearing on repayment. When the cash

health care or technical assistance.

flow and the repayment schedule do

We

not match, borrowers may be forced to

taken both financial and non-financial

exit from the institution or the market

services from the PRIME programme

(Graham et al., 2001; Mosuna and

as PRIME credit Plus (PCP) households.

Coetzee, 2001; Wright et al., 1998).

Households that had taken only credit

programmes.

Several

special

programme

defined

that

households

consists

that

have

but no non-financial services from

Results and Discussion

PRIME were defined as PRIME credit
only (PCO) households. Our sample

Trend in Dropout Rate

42

also consisted of households from the

Drop-out rate is defined and measured

traditional

in terms of exit from the market.

that offers only credit. We defined

microcredit

programme
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them as non-PRIME credit only (NPCO)
households. We estimated the dropout
rate for all these three groups.

After we observed the dropout rate, a

Table 1
Estimates of Annual Dropout Rate
Year

Who Exited from Micro
Credit Market?
natural question arose as to who exited
from the micro credit market. The

Annual Dropout Rate

answer to this question may suggest that
not every extremely poor household will

(PCP)

(PCO)

(NPCO)

2008

-

-

-

2009

-

22.7

14.4

2010

5.2

13.2

12.1

continuing members are different. We

2011

3.5

14.1

13.3

present the basic characteristics in

2012

3.3

6.7

6.2

Table 2. It is clear from the table that

2013

5.2

15.7

19

in both the cases of PRIME and non-

find a special microcredit programme
like PRIME very useful if we find the
characteristics of the drop-out and the

PRIME, weaker households with similar
It was observed that the annual

characteristics exited from the market.

dropout rate varied by participation

Households with lower income, more

status. PCP households had the lowest

dependency

dropout rate – less than 6 per cent.

lower size of assets, smaller amount of

On the other hand, PCO and NPCO

savings and headed by females dropped

households had an average annual

out of the credit market. In other words,

dropout rate of around 15 per cent and

the households that were vulnerable

13 per cent respectively. The clearer

dropped out from the micro credit

picture emerged when we analysed the

market. To validate this point we also

cumulative dropout rate. At the end

calculated the cumulative dropout rate

of 2013, we compared the cumulative

for female-headed households, wage-

dropout rate of the households who

earners, self-employed in agriculture

joined in previous years. For example,

and non-agriculture in Table 3. The

the dropout rate for PCP households

table shows the dropout rate for these

who joined the programme in 2008

groups at the end of 2013 irrespective

and dropped out at the end of 2013

of their joining years for PCP, PCO and

was 20 per cent. The figure was 47

NPCO. It was observed that at the end

per cent for the PCO and 37 per cent

of 2013, 66 per cent and 63 per cent

for the non-PCO households. We have

of female-headed households from the

always found that credit with non-

PCO and NPCO group dropped out.

financial service group has shown a
better performance than the credit only
group. Non-financial interventions may
have contributed to the lower dropout
rate of the PCP households.

on

wage

employment,

This indicates one of the possible
reasons for the high dropout rate
for the PCO and NPCO groups in
Table 1 and Table 2. As these groups
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Table 2
Household Characteristics of PRIME & Non-PRIME (Percentage)
Current
PRIME
households

Dropout
PRIME
households

Current
Non-Prime
Households

Dropout
NonPRIME

43.29

45.94

43.78

45.86

Household head
education

1.5

1.00

1.5

1.3

Access to electricity
(percentage)

26

13

24

17

HH head occupation
(Wage Earner)
(percentage)

44

52

44

51

HH head occupation
(Self- Employment
in Agriculture)
(percentage)

14

9

13

12

HH head occupation
(Self-Employment
in non-Agriculture)
(percentage)

38

27

38

28

Female Headed
Household (percentage)

6

18

6

14

Household Size

4.37

3.87

4.39

4.02

Average loan size

9,819

Household head age

10,827

Annual Income (Tk.)

72,806

59,069

74,002

59,342

Annual Assets (Tk.)

197,947

124,199

197,580

142,844

Annual Savings (Tk.)

11,120

3,627

10,473

4,137

Table 3
Dropout Status at End 2013 (percentage)
Female-

Wage-

Self-employed

Self-employed

headed

earner

(agriculture)

(nonagricultural)

PRIME Credit Plus (PCP)

28.85

15.79

12.31

8.66

PRIME Credit Only (PCO)

66.67

40.72

43.62

30.61

63.9

39.88

37.59

31.64

Non-PRIME Credit Only
(NPCO)

44
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contained a higher number of female-

cancellation. It is important to note

headed

a

that our sample consisted of ultra poor

higher dropout rate in these groups

households. It is not surprising that they

compared to the PCP group. We also

would face hardship in maintaining the

observed in Table 3 that households

regular deposit and weekly repayment

headed by wage-earners had a higher

policy. Around 23 per cent and 21 per

dropout rate as compared to those self-

cent of respondents cited regular deposit

employed, whether in agriculture or

and weekly repayment as the reason for

non-agriculture.

the drop out respectively. It is important

households,

we

observed

or

wage-

to note that more than 7 per cent of

a

higher

members that dropped out found the

probability to exit from the market, as

rules of MFIs too complicated for them.

evident from the descriptive statistics

This leads to the recommendation

shown in the above two tables, not

that the rules and regulations of MFIs

all female-headed households or all

should be user friendly, considering

wage-earning

dropped

the fact that most borrowers do not

out of the micro credit market. Some

have adequate education to understand

households exited from the market, and

complicated rules. Also, MFIs should

others had not. In order to understand

have flexible repayment and deposit

the circumstances that led to the

policy, keeping in mind that these ultra-

exit for some of the female-headed

poor households are very vulnerable

households or wage-earning households,

and prone to any kind of shocks.

we prepared a few case studies to

Table 4 shows that almost 9 per cent

complement our findings. We presented

of borrowers that dropped out could

two cases for each of the groups – one

not take the burden of repayment as

that dropped out and another that did

they faced some sudden unwanted

not to be able to understand the drivers

expenditure. The higher interest rate

for dropping out or not dropping out of

charged by MFIs was also stated as one

the market.

of the crucial reasons for dropping out.

Although
earning

female-headed
households

had

households

Before going to the econometric
results, we first discuss some of the
descriptive results of our survey. During

Econometric Findings

our survey, we asked the households that

Demand Side Factors Affecting
Dropout Behaviour of Borrowers

dropped out the reason for cancelling

We conducted a logistic analysis for

their membership. Table 4 reports some

investigating whether socio-economic

of the major reasons. The majority of

factors of the borrowers had any impact

respondents

on their dropout behaviour. A logistic

mentioned

submitting

regular deposit and weekly repayment

regression

as the crucial reasons for membership

of an outcome (in this case being

Journal of Wealth Management & Financial Planning
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model

the

chance
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Table 4
Reason for Membership Cancellation (Percentage)
Failure to submit regular deposit

23.16

Failure to maintain weekly repayment

21.21

Unable to repay due to excessive sudden expenditure in family crisis

8.87

Unable to receive loans

7.81

Unable to cope with complicated MFI rules

7.10

High loan interest rate

6.03

drop out or not) based on individual

ϵsij = Nonsystematic error reflecting, in

characteristics such as receiving PRIME

part, unmeasured determinants

components and other socio economic

of Xij that vary over households.

characteristics. Because chance is a

We conducted two sets of econometric

ratio, what will be actually modeled is

analysis of the determinants of drop

the logarithm of the chance given by:

out. One set showed the household

Log ((P)/(1-P)) = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + ...+ βkXk

characteristics determining exit from the

where P indicates the probability of

micro credit market, and the second set

an event or outcome (e.g., drop-out or

showed the institutional characteristics

not), and βi is the regression coefficients

influencing exit from the market. We

associated with the reference group

used Logit technique to estimate the

and the Xi explanatory variables. In our

probability of dropping out for a set of

case, the logistic model would be:

households who were members of any

Logit (P(Xij))=Log(P(Sij)/(1-P(Sij))) =

microfinance institution during 2010-

β0 + β1 Log(Yij) + β2 Zij + ϵsij

2013. We used household characteristics
as the variables, as shown in Table 3,

Where,

to

Logit (P(Xij)) = Log of odds ratio

the

explain

the

continuing

difference

between

participants

the

of dropout status (dummy variable) of

microfinance programme as opposed

household i in division j

to the participants who exited from

Yij = programme benefits (i.e. PCP or

the market. The results showed that

PCO member) (dummy variable)

vulnerable households were more likely

of the household i in division j

to exit from the micro credit market.

Zij

=Vector

of

Household’s

socio-

economic

characteristics

household

head’s

occupation
education,

age,

(dummy

like

gender,
variable),

household

size,

As stated above, these households were
female-headed or had wage-earning
household heads. These households were
low income. Village level characteristics
also explain the drop out.

household’s access to electricity,
etc.
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Table 5
Demand-side Factors Influencing Drop Out
Variables

Drop Out (Odd Ratio)

Household head age

1.018***

Household head education

0.963**

Household head occupation (wage-earner)

1.258***

Household head female

3.739***

Household size

0.789***

Household Income

0.999**

PRIME Household receiving Credit Plus

0.165***

PRIME Household receiving Credit Only

3.957***

Household having electricity access

1.114

Number of MFIs in the village

0.880***

Distance of Household from Pucca Road

1.127***

Distance of Household from market

0.936***

Constant

0.124***

Observations

14,164

The odds ratio of age indicates

than men due to restricted mobility and

that increase in age increases the

conservative perception in society. The

probability of drop out by 1.018 times.

result also shows that household heads

It corroborates the argument of Hulme et

with wage employment as occupation

al., (1999); Mosuna and Coetzee (2001);

had a higher probability to exit from the

Hussain (2003); and Pagura (2003) who

credit market by 1.258 times than that

found significant relationship with age

of self- employment in the agriculture

and dropout behaviour. This is because

and

older people have less opportunity

econometric result shows that a higher

for work and hence it is difficult for

income reduced the probability of drop

them to repay the loan. Female-headed

out significantly. This is expected as the

households also increase the probability

beneficiaries of micro finance are more

of drop out by almost 4 times than

likely to stay because of diversified loan

that of male-headed households. This

products and other services which help

supports the arguments of Karim and

them to generate more income. This

Osada (1998). It is expected that women

also supports our theoretical argument

face a more unfavourable environment

that income significantly influences the

non-agriculture

sectors.

Our

dropout decision.
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Table 6
Supply-side Factors Influencing Drop Out
Drop Out

Variables

(Odd Ratio)

Members received only loan but no service (lagged value)

0.305***

Members received loan and training (lagged value)

0.253***

Members received loan and health service (lagged value)

0.251***

Members received loan, training & livestock service (lagged value)
Members received loan, training, livestock & health service

3.82

(lagged value)
Constant

0.152***

Observations

16254

The significant odd ratio of ‘PRIME
households

receiving

credit

plus

Supply Side Factors Affecting
Dropout Behaviour of Borrowers

services’ suggests that receiving services

We have so far identified the household

such as training, livestock care and

characteristics that affect drop out.

health services decrease the probability

But

of drop out by 9 times than non-PRIME

matter in drop-out. Programme design

households

contributes to the drop out decision of

receiving

and

only.

households

characteristics

also

the households (Woller, 2002; Cohen,

was observed that PRIME households

2002; Matin et al., 2002; Urquizo, 2006).

receiving only credit had a higher

We regressed PRIME interventions on

probability of drop out by almost 4

the drop out to find out whether the

times than that of other borrowing

dropout rate varies with the nature of

households in the sample. The regression

intervention received. As not all PRIME

result also shows that larger family size

households received all interventions,

decreased the probability of drop out

we

by 1.26 times. It was also observed that

combination of interventions received.

education attainment of household head

We introduced lagged variables as the

significantly influenced the household

benefits of different interventions can

to continue the borrowing relationship

be derived in the following year. This

with MFIs. This supports the argument

will shed light on the effectiveness of

of

PRIME non-credit interventions. The

(2003).

Moreover,

programme

it

Pagura

credit

PRIME

One

important

observation from the result is that
households facing idiosyncratic shock
had a higher probability of dropping
out from microfinance as argued in our
theoretical model.

48

0.685

classified

the

households

with

results are reported in Table 6.
We found that PRIME design has
a great impact on drop-out incidence.
Households

receiving

training
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health service along with loan had

demand-side (such as household level

significantly lower probability of drop

characteristics) and supply-side factors

out than households who received only

(such

loan. Both variables show almost the

affect the dropout decision. It is evident

same probability of drop out. However,

from the analysis that regardless of

it was observed from the analysis that

being a member of PRIME or non-PRIME

households receiving more than one

institution, factors such as household-

service along with loan did not show

head’s age, household size, household

significant results. It is because our

head’s occupation, income, savings of

sample contained a very small number

household, household having access to

of observations receiving more than

electricity, household headed by females

one service along with credit. However,

affect drop out incidence. The result also

the result justifies that credit and non-

shows that programme characteristics

credit

reduce

have a great impact on the dropout

the probability of drop out. Because of

decision irrespective of microfinance

this, we can justify the effectiveness of a

programme. If the programme includes

programme like PRIME.

additional

interventions

together

as

programme

services

characteristics)

along

with

loan

such as training, health care, livestock
services, then the probability of dropping

Conclusion and Policy
Implication
This

study

critically

out will be lower. This is where PRIME
credit plus works well in reducing the

evaluates

the

dropout rate of those households, in

reasons for drop out from microfinance

particular those that have received both

programme.

it

also

credit and non-credit interventions. This

trend

from

implies that MFIs should deepen the

PRIME and non-PRIME institutions. The

non-financial interventions, particularly

findings show that the dropout rate from

for vulnerable households. The higher

the PRIME programme is slightly higher

intensity of drop out among the female-

than from non-PRIME institutions. The

headed as well as wage-earning members

dropout rate for the PRIME programme

probably suggests that the programme

for the period 2008-2013 was around

design of MFIs should be flexible for

17 and 43 per cent (for PCP and PCO

vulnerable female-headed or wage-earning

respectively) whereas for the non-PRIME

households.

compares

Additionally,

the

dropout

institutions, the rate was around 55 per
cent, which implies that non-financial
services along with financial ones have
greater impact on borrowers’ satisfaction.
The

result

also

shows

that

factors

affecting drop out are multidimensional.
As suggested in the literature, both

Acknowledgement: The author is
grateful to the Palli Karma Shahayak
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to evaluate the PRIME programme in
Bangladesh. The study is based on the
data collected during the evaluation
period.
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ABSTRACT
The sukuk market in the Islamic capital market has undergone significant
evolution and development. During the 2008 global financial crisis, the
deteriorating economic condition of countries, especially Malaysia as the
biggest sukuk market in the world, adversely affected the value of sukuk
investments. The decrease of 33 per cent in total global sukuk issuance after
the 2008 crisis generated a complicated situation among sukuk investors
(classified sukuk as a risky investment), then increased the number of sukuk
defaults. The high volatility affected long-term efficiency. The daily data of
all indices are collected from Dow Jones Sukuk Indices (1-3years, 3-5 years,
5-7 years, and 7-10 years). This research investigates the types of sukuk
market efficiency before, during and after the 2008 global financial crisis
utilising the GARCH-in-Mean (GARCH-M) model. The analyses are based
on the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) and the Random Walk model. The
results conclude that the sukuk index with a long-term tenure (DJSUK10TR)
is the best market performance analysis. Overall, the sukuk market record as
an inefficient market. In short, the findings will provide valuable information,
guidelines and give confidence to issuers, policymakers, regulatory bodies,
and investors to invest in and issue sukuk. The empirical contributions in
this study show the importance of sukuk to encourage investors to invest in
sukuk to increase economic growth and investment.
Keywords: sukuk, market efficiency, sukuk indices, tenures, GARCH-M
Correspondence: syazwani160989@gmail.com
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in time, actual prices of individual

Introduction
In 2016, the global sukuk market
witnessed

a

rebound

after

three

consecutive years of decline following
its

peak

in

government

2012.
sukuk

The

Malaysian

market

has

exhibited impressive growth over the
years. The primary sukuk market is
expected to gain momentum in 2017,
with issuances coming predominantly
from corporate issuances in Malaysia
as well as GCC and MENA sovereigns
(IIFM Sukuk Report, 2016; MIFC Sukuk
Report, 2017). The expected issuance
numbers will stay solid for the rest
of 2017, then consider it unlikely
that some of the large transactions
seen in the first half of the year will

securities already reflect the effects of
information based both on events that
have already occurred and on events
which, as of now, the market expects to
take place in the future”. This research
goes beyond informational efficiency to
explore the relationship between risk
and return by examining the volatility,
again focusing specifically on the impact
of the 2008 global financial crisis. Most
studies have investigated the efficiency
of the stock market with little focus
and limited evidence on the sukuk
market efficiency. Thus, this study will
concentrate on the effectiveness of the
sukuk market.
Price fluctuation and uncertainty

be repeated in 2018 (S&P Global,

influence

2018). Kamso and Ng (2013) pointed

financial sector, especially in terms

out that the 2008 global financial

of the returns of sukuk. During the

crisis and the 2009 Dubai debt crisis

2007/2008

erroneously gave the global investment

records indicate that the return of the

community a poor impression of sukuk

sukuk market encountered a decline

investment. Investing in sukuk not only

from USD46.65 billion in 2007 to

enhances potential returns relative to

only USD15.8 billion in 2008 (Ahmad

conventional fixed income investing

& Radzi, 2011). The decrease in total

but also reduces portfolio volatility.

global sukuk issuance after the 2008

Alam and Rizvi (2016) described
that for a Muslim investor to decide
whether to pay for the delegated asset

global

the

performance

global

financial

financial

crisis

of

the

crisis,

generated

a

complicated situation among sukuk
investors (Rahim & Ahmad, 2016).

management cost and engage in frequent

The global financial crisis affected

trading or to have a simple buy-and-

Malaysia’s markets (as the leader of

hold strategy, the characterisation of the

the global sukuk market) in both the

form of market efficiency is vital. Fama

short - and long-term, supposedly

(1965) defines market efficiency as: “In

due to the exposures undertaken by

an efficient market, competition among

global portfolio managers in these

the many intelligent participants leads

capital markets (Ab Hamid, Zakaria

to a situation where, at any point

& Ab Aziz, 2014). However, a multi-
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horizon analysis showed an interesting

the market reactions either in the weak

observation where there is an increase

form, semi-strong form, or strong form

in inefficiency for long-term investors.

efficiency (Ojo & Azeez 2012; Abdalla,

This situation may contribute to the

2012; Sheefeni, 2015) of the selected

increasing number of retail and short

sukuk indices before, during and after

horizon investors. On the other hand,

the global 2008 financial crisis is

while a surge in short horizon investors

important and reflects the total global

is likely to increase the efficiency in

sukuk issuances.

the short-term, it may adversely affect
long-term efficiency (Rizvi & Arshad,

Theoretical Framework

2015). The investigation of the sukuk
of study is important since volatility

Efficient Market Hypothesis
(EMH)

will impact the market efficiency in the

In an efficient market, the Efficient

long term.

Market Hypothesis (EMH) affirms that

market’s efficiency in the sample period

The objective of this study is to
investigate the types of sukuk market
efficiency

following

the

2007/2008

global financial crisis (pre, during and
after the crisis) using selected sukuk
indices for the period under study. This
research considers only one Islamic
capital

market

instrument,

namely

sukuk as it covers almost 90 per cent
of the global Islamic capital market
(Haider & Azhar, 2010). The findings
of the study may provide information
on how sukuk investors behave under
different economic conditions based on

reflect the available information that
is relevant to their valuations. The
ability of a particular stock exchange
to integrate information into prices
demonstrates its competency level. The
EMH could be more accurately defined
in the information items. Taken from
the information on price, Fama (1965)
categorised the information items into
three levels, subject to how quick the
information is, namely: (1) weak form
EMH (2) semi-strong form EMH, and (3)
strong form EMH.

the performance of these sukuk indices.

In strong form efficiency, the EMH

It is essential to decrease uncertainty

postulates that a market is perceived

and increase the confidence among

as

investors and issuers (Muslim or non-

information is relevant to the value of

Muslim) in sukuk investment. More

a share, notwithstanding its availability

importantly, the results of the study

to existing or potential investors, as well

would

and

as whether it is accurate and quick in

financial

displaying the market price. The prices

economic

displayed should reflect the information

downturn. Furthermore, an analysis of

retrieved from both public and private

record

sustainability
instruments
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at all times, the prices comprehensively

the
of

consistency
Islamic

during

an

efficient

and

resourceful
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sectors, which are more concerned

(sukuk market beta) than those with

with the disclosure of efficiency of the

significantly higher or lower values,

information in the market rather than

because the returns of the former

the pricing efficiency of the securities

are driven predominantly by market

(Fama, 1970). Second, in the semi-strong

movements.

form efficiency, a market, according to

Random Walk Theory

the EMH, is efficient if all applicable,
valid, and publicly available information
reflects the market price for a quick
period. In this case, no investors could
earn excess returns from the trading
rules based on the publicly available
information. The fast reaction shown in
the movement of stock price proves that
no investors can earn an above-normal
return (Fama, 1970). Third, in weak form
efficiency, EMH is restricted to past data
or

historical

information

regarding

the share prices. There should be no
established relationship between the
current and previous prices resulting
from the new data. The movement in
the share prices in response to new
information is not distinguishable from
the last price (Fama, 1970).
According to the market efficiency
theory, sukuk investors are aware of their
intrinsic risks and price to incorporate
their risks. Therefore, researchers can
track the common market risk of an
individual sukuk from its sensitivity
to movements in the sukuk market.
It is assuming that the market knows
more about the behaviour of a sukuk
if its price moves closely in step with
the market, compared to those that
do not correlate. Thus, it is easier to
value a sukuk with a beta closer to one

Random

walk

theory

states

that

variables contain random series of
actions that differ from previous values.
They are independently and identically
distributed (i.i.d) in size. It anticipates
that all future values would match
the last observed values. A random
walk defined by the price changes is
independent of one another (Brealey et
al., 2005). A random walk model, which
is assumed to be independent, is valid
as long as knowledge of the changes in
price behaviour in the past could not
be used to increase the expected gains.
Specifically, no problem is incurred
from the perspective of the timing of
the purchases and sales of that security
should the price changes for given
securities be independent.
The random walk assumption imposes
the real degree of dependency in a series
of price changes that is inadequate
to make the expected profits under
a

simple

buy-and-hold

policy.

The

efficient market implies that successive
price changes in individual securities
will be independent. Thus, a random
walk market is defined as a market
where

successive

price

changes

in

individual securities are independent.
The theory of random walk translates
into a series of stock price changes and
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has no memory of its past prices. This

explains historical facts with regard

means that the history of the series

to

cannot be used to forecast the future.

by Imam Malik records a reference

The future path of the price level of a

mentioning the term sukuk: 'Yahya

security is as predictable as a series of

narrated to me from Malik that he had

cumulated random numbers. Moreover,

heard that sukuk was given to people

the market price of a security in a

in the time of Marwan ibn al-Hakam

random walk efficient market reflects

for the produce of the market at al-Jar.

the

People had bought and sold the sukuk

presently

available

information

concept.

The

Al-Muwatta

security.

among them before they delivered the

The premise is that investors react

goods. Zayd bin Thabit and one of the

spontaneously to any informational

Companions of Rasulullah (pbuh) went

resources gathered, consequently

to Marwan and said, “Marwan! Do you

reducing profit opportunities.

make usury permissible?” He said: “I

on

the

prospects

of

that

Therefore, prices wholly reflect the
information at all times, and no profit
can be gained from information-based
trading (Lo and MacKinley, 1999). This
assumption leads to a random walk
postulate; the more efficient the market,
the more random the progression of
price changes. Nevertheless, it should
be noted that EMH and random walk
theory do not evaluate the same issue.
This is demonstrated by the fact that a
random walk does not presume that the
stock market is efficient and filled with
rational investors.

seek refuge with Allah! What is that?”
He said, “These sukuk, which people
buy and sell before they take delivery
of the goods.” Marwan, therefore, sent
a guard to follow them and to take
them from people’s hand and return to
their owners.’ (ISRA, 2011; Bank Islam
Malaysia

Berhad,

2012;

Shahida

&

Sapiyi, 2013).

Definition of Sukuk
There are several international standard
setters in Islamic finance and capital
markets.

The

most

notable

among

them are the Accounting and Auditing
Organisation

Literature Review

56

this

for

Islamic

Financial

Institutions (AAOIFI) and the Islamic

‘Sukuk’ is a classical Arabic word and

Financial

the plural form is ‘sakk’. Sakk means a

Malaysia, the Securities Commission

legal document or an instrument that

Malaysia (SC) provides guidelines on

represents obligations in compliance

sukuk issuances. In this study, sukuk

with Islamic law or Shari’ah (Haider

is defined based on the Securities

& Azhar, 2010). From the Islamic

Commission Malaysia for two reasons.

perspective, the emergence of sukuk

Firstly, according to the literature, SC’s

is suitably based on a hadith that

definition is considered the broadest

Services

Board

(IFSB).
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Figure 1. Global Sukuk Issuance
Source: Malaysia International Islamic Financial Centre (MIFC)

Figure 2. Global Sukuk Outstanding by Domicile
Source: Malaysia International Islamic Financial Centre (MIFC)

Figure 3. Total Sukuk Issued and Total Sukuk Outstanding
Source: Malaysian ICM bulletin
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to

period, an increase of 9 per cent from

other definitions. Secondly, Malaysia

1H17. The increase reflected a surge in

is the main driver of sukuk issuance

corporate issuance across a broad range

historically, and the trend continues.

of sectors as well as an increase in the

and

all-encompassing

relative

The Securities Commission Malaysia
(2011) defines sukuk as “certificates of
equal value which evidence exclusive

volume of short-term Islamic Treasury
bills issued by the Central Bank of
Malaysia.

ownership or investment in the property

The domestic sukuk market in

using Shari’ah principles and concepts

Malaysia continues to serve as an

approved by the Shari’ah Advisory

important and attractive platform for

Council (SAC).” Meanwhile, the AAOIFI

government

defines sukuk as “a certificate of equal

to raise long-term funds for various

value, representing undivided interests

economic, business and infrastructure

in the ownership of the underlying

development needs. In the first half of

assets (applicable to both tangible and

2018, sukuk issuances by Government

intangible

services,

and corporates amounted to RM99.36

or investment, particularly ventures

billion, representing 52.02 per cent

or some special investments” (AAOIFI,

of

2008). According to IFSB, sukuk refers

with

to “a certificate that represents the

Total sukuk outstanding amounted to

holder’s proportionate ownership in

RM818.41 billion or 59.59 per cent of

an entire part of an underlying asset

total bonds outstanding, compared with

where the owner assumes all rights and

RM718.41 billion in 1H2017. Corporate

obligations to such asset.”

sukuk

assets),

usufruct,

total

and

bond

RM79.01

issuances

corporate

issuances,
billion

entities

compared

in

1H2017.

represented

75.22

per cent of total corporate bonds and
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Sukuk Market Developments in

sukuk issuances while corporate sukuk

Malaysia

outstanding accounted for 75.53 per

Malaysia maintained its dominance in

cent of total corporate bonds and sukuk

the global sukuk market, constituting

outstanding. As at end of November

50.5 per cent of the global sukuk

2018,

issuance, followed by Saudi Arabia (19.9

reached RM499.89 billion compared to

per cent) as at end October 2018. For

that of conventional bonds at RM158.36

the first half of 2018, Malaysia retained

billion, constituting 75.94 per cent

its position as the world’s leading issuer

of total outstanding bonds. The total

with a 41% share, an increase from

issuance of corporate sukuk amounted

33 per cent a year ago. It issued USD

to RM68.44 billion compared to that

22.4 billion worth of sukuk during the

of conventional bonds at RM31.18

corporate

sukuk

outstanding
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billion. As at end of November 2018,

shock and the relative size of any

total sukuk outstanding amounted to

premium. They suggest that following

RM839.36 billion or 59.59 per cent

a shock, volatility and expected future

of total bonds outstanding while total

volatility are heightened, leading to

sukuk issuances by Government and

a rise in required rates of return,

corporates

which depresses current prices. Squalli

amounted

to

RM183.73

(2006) tested for market efficiency in

billion (IIFM Sukuk Report, 2019).
In Malaysia, the sukuk market
provides

customised

sovereign

and

solutions

corporate

to

issuers

through a variety of sukuk structures
using different Islamic contracts such
as

Ijarah,

Murabahah,

Musharakah,

Wakalah or hybrid structures based
on combinations of Shari'ah contracts.
To

be

Shari'ah-compliant,

sukuk

holders must have an ownership in the
underlying asset, and their cash flows
ideally must come from the earnings
of an asset employed in a particular
business project approved by Islamic
law. The sukuk structures are backed
by real economic activity and have
the ability to tap a wider investor base
from both Islamic and conventional
spectrums, including foreign investors.
An increasing number of corporations,
including

foreign

corporates,

also

leverage on the strength of Malaysia’s
Islamic capital market to issue regular
short-term commercial papers to meet
their on-going financing needs.

McMillan

Dhabi Securities Market (ADSM). He
employed variance ratio tests and run
test. The variance ratio tests rejected the
random walk hypothesis in all sectors,
and run tests suggested that ADSM is
the only weak form efficient sector.
Cooray and Wickremasinghe (2007)
examined the efficiency in the stock
markets of India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan and
Bangladesh. They employed unit root
test and concluded the presence of weak
form efficiency in these markets. Verma
and Rao (2007) examined the weak
form efficiency of the Bombay Stock
Exchange (BSE100) Index companies for
three years. The serial correlation and
run test exhibited that for the first two
years, the market was not weak form
efficient, but the results of the third year
indicated that the market was weak
form efficient. Mishra and Paul (2008)
examined the integration and efficiency
of

the

Indian

stock

and

foreign

the Indian stock and foreign exchange
market are weak form efficient. Then,
used

from the year 1990 to 2000, Asiri (2008)

model

measured the behaviour of stock prices

to examine whether returns exhibit

in the BSE and weak form efficiency

a

of 40 listed companies. These authors

an

and

Financial Market (DFM) and the Abu

exchange market. They concluded that

Market Efficiency
Black

the represented sectors of the Dubai

asymmetric
positive

(2006)

GARCH-M

(negative)

risk

premium

resulting from a negative (positive)
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concluded that the stock markets and

of the 35 sample stocks did not follow

stock exchanges for India, Sri Lanka,

the normal distribution, so the study

Pakistan and Bangladesh are recorded

utilised parametric and nonparametric

as weak form efficient.

tests to check for randomness. The

Chander, Mehta and Sharma (2008)
studied empirical evidence on weak
form stock market efficiency for the
Indian scenario. Both parametric and
nonparametric

tests

conclude

the

weak form stock market efficiency
and their results signal that trading
strategies which are based on historical
prices

cannot

rely

on

abnormal

gains consistently, except when these
coincide with underlying drifts in the
stock price movements. Lazar (2009)
examined the weak form efficiency of
the Indian capital market. The results
of ADF and Phillips-Perron (PP) tests

runs tests conclude that the PSE at the
weak form is inefficient. The unit root
tests also suggest the weak form of
inefficiency in the return series. Then,
it was different to Abedini (2009) who
studied the weak form efficiency of the
stock market in the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) countries that include
Bahrain,

Kuwait,

autocorrelation

and
function

Dubai.

The

test

and

Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test
concluded that the stock market in
GCC was efficient. Although these
studies suggest the weak form, they are
different in terms of efficiency.

show that the Indian capital market is

Hamid et al., (2010) conducted

weak form efficient. A study by Mittal

research in the stock markets of Pakistan,

and Jain (2009) dealt with the testing

India, Sri Lanka, China, Korea, Hong

of a weak form of efficiency and the

Kong, Indonesia, and Malaysia from

EMH on Indian stock market in the

2004 until 2009. It was derived from the

form of a random walk. They examined

autocorrelation, runs test, unit root test,

the existence of seasonal anomalies in

and variance ratio in the study that all

the Indian stock market. The result

markets were in weak form efficiency

highlights that the anomalies did not

during the test time frame. Abdmoulah

exist in the market and this market

(2010) showed that all 11 Arab stock

could

informational

markets for periods ending in March

efficient. As a result, these researchers

2009 gave high sensitivity to the past,

support that India is a weak form of

collapsed and were affirmed to be weak

market efficiency.

form inefficient. The results show the

be

considered

Besides, Awad and Daraghma (2009)
examined

the

efficiency

of

weak
the

form

market

Palestine

Security

Exchange (PSE) for 35 stocks included
in the PSE market indices. The returns

Asian market as weak form efficiency
but the Arab stock markets weak form
inefficient after the 2007/2008 global
financial crisis. Ntim et al., (2011) tested
the weak form efficiency of 24 African
continent-wide

stock

price

indices

from 1986 to 1989. Based on ranks
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and signs, the 32 stock price indices

Namibian foreign exchange market using

were examined. The returns from the

three bilateral exchange rates. They found

majority of African continent stock

that past values cannot be used to predict

price indices presented weak form

current values, hence it was efficient in

efficiency. Meanwhile, Haroon (2012)

the weak form. Hasan (2015) argues that

tested the weak form efficiency of

the Dhaka Stock Exchange is inefficient

Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE) covering

in weak form as historical stock prices

the period from the year 1991 to 2011

cannot be used to achieve superior gains.

and found that it was not weak form

In addition, if the connection between

efficient. Both descriptive statistics and

stock prices and economic variables exist,

nonparametric tests show the absence

the stock market of Bangladesh will lose

of weak form efficiency. It proves that

its informational efficiency in semi-strong

the Karachi Stock Market was not weak

form and become more volatile. However,

(Omar et al., 2013) when using the same

Bhuiyan et al., (2017) investigated whether

method as Haroon (2012). Tweneboah

sukuk can offer any advantage in terms

et al., (2013) examined the efficiency of

of global diversification. They examined

the Ghanaian foreign exchange market.

the volatilities and correlations of bond

They found that the behaviour of the

indices of emerging counties such as South

U.S. Dollar was inconsistent with the

Korea, Singapore, China, India, Indonesia,

random walk process and the weak

and Malaysia with the Thomson Reuters

form of efficiency. They argue that

BPA Malaysia Sukuk Index by applying

the Variance Ratio (VR) technique is

wavelet

a better methodology to test for the

GARCH analyses. They conclude that the

random walk.

sukuk market offers effective portfolio

Mabakeng

and

Sheefeni

(2014)

tested the weak form of efficiency in the

coherence

diversification

and

Multivariate

opportunities

for

fixed

income investors in the mentioned sample
countries.

Table 1
Sukuk Indices
No.

List of Sukuk Indices

Launch Date

N

1

Dow Jones Sukuk 1-3 Year Total Return
Index

28th April 2006

2,424

2

Dow Jones Sukuk 3-5 Year Total Return
Index

28th April 2006

2,424

3

Dow Jones Sukuk 5-7 Year Total Return
Index

30th April 2010

1,436

4

Dow Jones Sukuk 7-10 Year Total Return
Index

31st July 2007

2,126

Source: Bloomberg Database (2015)
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This section does not focus solely
on the literature review of sukuk

income

market efficiency because of the limited

sukuk. The index includes U.S. dollar-

research in this area. The authors also

denominated, investment-grade sukuk

examined other types of markets in

with maturities of 3-5 years that have

countries that are not issuing sukuk.

been screened for Shari’ah compliance

These include studies of the foreign

(Bloomberg, 2018).

exchange market, exchange rates, stock
markets, and countries that have not
expressed interest in Islamic financial
instruments

yet

represent

a

non-

Muslim investor base.

securities,

also

known

as

Dow Jones Sukuk 5-7 Year Total
Return Index (DJSUK7TR)
The Dow Jones Sukuk 5-7 Year Total
Return

is

designed

to

track

the

performance of global Islamic fixed

Methodology

income

Data Collection

denominated, investment-grade sukuk

The daily data of historical prices from

with maturities of 5-7 years that have

the years 2005 to 2015 for all indices

been screened for Shari’ah compliance

were collected from the Bloomberg

(Bloomberg, 2018).

database
indices

(Saturdays
which

securities,

also

known

as

sukuk. The index includes U.S. dollar-

and

Sundays

excluded). This study used four sukuk
were

separated

by

different tenures:

Dow Jones Sukuk 7-10
Year Total Return Index
(DJSUK10TR)
The

Dow

Jones

Sukuk

7-10

Year

Dow Jones Sukuk 1-3 Year Total
Return Index (DJSUK3TR)

Total Return is designed to track the

The Dow Jones Sukuk 1-3 Year Total

income

Return

the

sukuk. The index includes U.S. dollar-

performance of global Islamic fixed

denominated, investment-grade sukuk

income

as

with maturities of 7-10 years that have

sukuk. The index includes U.S. dollar-

been screened for Shari’ah compliance

denominated, investment-grade sukuk

(Bloomberg, 2018).

is

designed

securities,

to

also

track
known

with maturities of 1-3 years that have
been screened for Shari’ah compliance
(Bloomberg, 2018).

Dow Jones Sukuk 3-5 Year Total
Return Index (DJSUK5TR)

62

performance of global Islamic fixed

performance of global Islamic fixed
securities,

also

known

as

Method: Measuring Sukuk
Market Efficiency
The objective of the study is to investigate
the types of sukuk market efficiency
pre,

during

and

post

2008

global

The Dow Jones Sukuk 3-5 Year Total

financial crisis based on the selected

Return

sukuk indices. For that purpose, the

is

designed

to

track

the
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GARCH-in-Mean (GARCH-M) model

the effect of volatility clustering will

was implemented to identify types of

become more important (Eagle, Ito, and

sukuk market efficiency as listed in

Lin, 1990).

Table 1. The Generalised Autoregressive
Conditionally Heteroscedasticity in Mean
model (GARCH-M (1,1) model) allows
the variance of the error term to vary
over time, in contrast with the classical
regressions

that

assume

constant

variance. Also, the GARCH-M model
allows the testing for the presence
of risk premium in the markets. The
GARCH-M (1,1) model is stated as
follows:

Bollerslev, Chou, and Kroner (1992)
stated that volatility clustering indicates
that the market is volatile for a week or
two before calming gradually for several
subsequent

weeks.

The

estimation

process is to identify the selected
sukuk indices as the proxy to analyse
the types of the efficiency of the sukuk
market. In the case of overshooting,
this can be seen as the presence
of an outrageous level of volatility.
Table 2 shows the classification of
sukuk market efficiency. Instability here
is indicated by summing up the root of
the autoregressive model of α + ββ; the

The β0 is the intercept and theββ1 is

rule of the thumb, in this sense if:

the slope. Both β0 and β1 represent an
AR (1) model. The δ represents the risk
premium parameter in the conditional

Table 2
Classification of Sukuk Market Efficiency
NO.

ARCH
term (α) +
GARCH
term (β)

Types of
Sukuk Market
Efficiency

1

α + ββ< 0.5

Strong form
efficiency

2

0.5 ≤β α +
ββ<0.75

Semi-strong form
efficiency

3

0.75 ≥βα +
β <1

Weak form
efficiency

model when trade-off between volatility
and return prevails. Returns volatility
is measured by conditional variance
ht, which is described as a function
of a squared value of past residuals,
presenting the ARCH factor, and
an autoregressive term (ht-1) reflecting
the GARCH character of the model.
The sum of βα0+βα1 represents the
degree of volatility persistence in the

4

model. If the sum of βα0+βα1 is very close
to 1, it indicates a volatility cluster and

α + ββ>1

No efficiency
or inefficient
market

Source: Ojo and Azeez (2012) and Sheefeni
(2015)
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Table 3
Summary of Results for GARCH-M (1,1) Model (During the Crisis)
GARCH-M(1,1) Model for the During-Crisis (2007-2008)
Parameter

ø
λ (Risk
ω
(Constant) premium) (Constant)

α (ARCH
effect)

ββ
(GARCH
effect)

Types of
Sukuk
Market
Efficiency

α+β

DJSUK3TR

0.0010

-337.1769

-0.0000

0.1497

0.6877

0.8374 Weak-form

DJSUK5TR

0.0011
(0.0195)

-17.7736
(-0.0192)

-0.0000
(0.7100)

-0.0025
(-2.2419)***

0.5605
(0.9053)

Semi0.5579 strong
form

DJSUK10TR

0.0004
(0.9264)

1.7166
(0.3137)

-0.0000
(-1.0690)

1.0195
Inefficient
-0.0088
1.0108
***
***
(1.0195)
market
(-26.1713)

Note: ***, **, and * respectively represent significant at the 1%, 5% and 10% *α and β are significant
for only DJSUK10TR.
Source: Authors’ calculation Note: DJSUK7TR had yet to be launched during the crisis.
Note: The z-statistics for DJSUK3TR was not available for during the crisis

Hypothesis:
Efficient

Market

Hypotheses

(EMH)

categorise market efficiency into three
types viz. weak, semi-strong, or strong
form efficiency. Sukuk data are analysed

H1a: Sukuk indices show a weak form
efficient market before the crisis.
H1b: Sukuk indices show an inefficient
market during the crisis.
H1c: Sukuk indices show a weak form
efficient market after the crisis.

in pre, during, and post-2007/2008
global financial crisis period to test the

Results

second hypothesis as follows:

The second objective of the study is to

i. Null Hypothesis (H0):

investigate the state of sukuk market

Sukuk market is inefficient based
on EMH classification, and it does
not follow a random walk theory for
pre, during, and after the 2007/2008
global financial crisis.

crisis on sukuk indices utilising the
GARCH-M (1,1) model. The market
efficiency was categorised based on the
value of the ARCH term (α) and GARCH
term (β). The market categorisation

ii. Alternative Hypothesis (H1):

follows EMH’s viz. strong form, semi-

There is a different type of sukuk
market efficiency (inefficient, weakform, semi-strong form, and strong
form) as categorised by Efficient
Market Hypothesis (EMH) and
the market follows random walk
theory for pre, during, and after the
2007/2008 global financial crisis.
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efficiency pre, during and post-2008

strong form, weak form, and inefficient
market.
The

difference

GARCH-M

model

between
from

the

the
other

GARCH-family is the risk premium
parameter, λβ, which is the coefficient
of

standard

deviation.

A

positive
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risk premium indicates the return is

DJSUK7TR index was launched after

positively related to its volatility. In

the 2008 global financial crisis, and the

other words, a rise in mean return or

DJSUK10TR index was launched during

performance is caused by an increase

the 2008 global crisis. These four sukuk

in the conditional variance as a proxy

indices also show the same trend, with

for greater risk. Furthermore, the higher

higher volatility during and after the

conditional variance of returns requires

crisis. The DJSUK7TR index indicates

larger compensation to convince the

the recovery effect of the crisis, which

agent to hold the long-term asset.

started in 2010.

Based on this theoretical premise, an
identification

of

two

undiversifiable

common risks that determine the risk
premium for sukuk that is market risk
and information asymmetry risk is very
important. In addition, by identifying
sukuk risk premium, it will provide an
opportunity for further development in
the Islamic sukuk pricing criteria.
In

establishing

the

There was no significant result of
the risk premium, meaning no positive
and significant relationship between
risk and return during the crisis (higher
risk does not promise a higher return).
There

was

only

one

sukuk

index

with significance α and β which was
DJSUK10TR. This sukuk index showed
inefficient markets during the crisis

relationship

that follows α+β>1, DJSUK10TR with α +

the

β = 1.0108. Efficient Market Hypothesis

GARCH-M model, λ was employed

(EMH) asserts that inefficient market

as the coefficient for estimating this

means a market in which prices do not

relationship. The risk-return coefficient

always adequately reflect the available

of the GARCH-M (1,1) model had most

information (Fama, 1965, 1970). This

of the models showcasing a positive

index shows no efficiency during the

and significant relationship (positive

crisis, even though it was launched

risk premium). If λ is positive or

during the crisis and did not adequately

negative and statistically significant, an

reflect the bad news of the global crisis.

between

risk

and

return

for

increased risk given by an increase in
conditional variance will lead to a rise
or fall in the mean return. In this sense,
λ can be said to be a time-varying risk
premium.

A

statistically

positive

relationship indicates that investors are
compensated for consuming greater
risk. However, a negative relationship
signifies investors’ reaction to factors
other than the standard deviation of
equities from their historical mean. The

Hence, the DJSUK3TR showed the
weak form efficiency during the crisis.
It recorded positive value of α and β,
but insignificant results. These results
indicate that these sukuk indices were
affected by the 2008 global financial
crisis because the market efficiency
changed when the crisis took place.
DJSUK3TR changed from semi-strong
efficient before the crisis to the weak
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Table 4
Summary of Results for GARCH-M (1,1) Model (Post-Crisis)
GARCH-M(1,1) Model for the Post-Crisis (2009-2015)
Types of
Sukuk
Market
Efficiency

Parameter

ø
(Constant)

λ
(Risk
premium)

ω
(Constant)

α
(ARCH
effect)

ββ
(GARCH
effect)

DJSUK3TR

0.0002
(0.0224)

3.3768
(0.0094)

-0.0000
(0.9947)

-0.0019
(-6.5797)
***

0.5875
(1.4168)

Semi0.5856 strong
form

DJSUK5TR

-0.0001
(-1.9351)
**

0.1383
(0.0561)

-0.0000
(100.9564)
***

2.0307
(15.7318)
***

0.0212
(5.1079)
***

2.0518

DJSU7TR

0.0009
(0.0601)

-19.0271
(-0.0461)

-0.0000
(0.5757)

-0.0015
(-4.0687)
***

0.5542
(0.7157)

Semi0.5528 strong
form

DJSUK10TR

0.0000
(-4.1789)
***

4.6637
(188.7842)
***

-0.0000
(94.6529)
***

0.3473
(187.5621)
***

α+β

Inefficient
market

0.8838
Inefficient
(3,0740.90) 1.2310
market
***

Note: ***, **, and * respectively represent significant at the 1%, 5% and 10%
* α and β are significant for DJSUK5TR and DJSUK10TR.
Source: Authors’ calculation

form efficient during the crisis. Efficient

reactions and quickly recovers from

Market Hypothesis (EMH) shows there

the bad news of the crisis. It reacts to

was no stable relationship between the

semi-strong form efficiency after the

current and previous rates based on the

crisis, although it was highly affected

new information. DJSUK5TR remained

as a weak form efficient market during

stable with semi-strong form efficiency

the crisis.

and did not change during the crisis.
However, the only DJSUK10TR recorded
as significant results during the crisis.
Table 4 shows the results of the
GARCH-M (1,1) model after the crisis.
There
with

were

two

semi-strong

sukuk
form

indices

efficiency

after the crisis. They were DJSUK3TR
and

DJSUK7TR

with

0.5≤α+β<0.75,

which were α + β= 0.5856, and 0.5528,
respectively.

These

results

indicate

that the DJSUK3TR showcases early

66

Higher volatility leads to significant
variations of return, hence higher risk.
In a positive risk-return relationship, if
an investor is a risk lover, an increase in
risk will lead to an increase in return
and demand for sukuk. For the summary,
only sukuk indices with significant α,

β and λ coefficients were considered.
Positive and significant results of risk
premium

(λ

coefficient)

indicate

a

positive relationship between risk and
returns. In short, the higher the risk,
the higher the returns. The inefficient
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Table 5
Summary of Results for Objective Two: Market Efficiency
Classification of Sukun Market Efficiency
(α & β)

Sukuk Indices

(Risk Premium), λ β Market Efficiency

DURING CRISIS (2007-2008)

3 Sukuk Indices
[DJSUK3TR,
DJSUK5TR,
DJSUK10TR]

DJSUK10TR
(significant
results of α & β)

No significant result
of the risk premium

Inefficient market:
[DJSUK10TR]

POST-CRISIS (2009-2015)
4 Sukuk Indices
[DJSUK3TR,
DJSUK5TR,
DJSUK7TR,
DJSUK10TR]

Positive &
significant
α & β:
[DJSUK5TR,
DJSUK10TR]

Positive and
significant risk
premium
[DJSUK10TR]

Inefficient market:
[DJSUK10TR]

*Note: Market efficiency records only the significant results of

α, β and λ coefficients.

Source: Authors’ calculation

market as being when investors might

behaviour

not have enough information about

Jones Sukuk Indices are most likely

the securities in that market to make

the

informed

to

based on market efficiency analysis.

buy or the price to pay. Markets in

A statistically positive risk premium λ

emerging nations may be inefficient,

suggests that investors are compensated

since securities laws may not require

for assuming greater risk and support

issuing companies to disclose relevant

the positive relationship between risk

information. In addition, few analysts

and returns. From these results, the

follow

traded

sukuk index with 10-year long-term

there. Similarly, there can be inefficient

tenures (DJSUK10TR) records the best

markets for stocks in new companies,

leading market indicator based on the

particularly for new companies in new

market efficiency analysis.

decisions

the

about

securities

what

being

industries that are not widely analysed.
An inefficient market is the opposite
of an efficient one where enormous
amounts of information are available
for investors who choose to use it.

Conclusion

best

is

recognised.

leading

The

market

Dow

indicator

Based on the results, this research
supports the hypothesis that there
are different types of sukuk market
efficiency as categorised by Efficient
Market Hypothesis and markets follow
Random

Walk

theory

during

the

sample period. In addition, identifying

The risk premium was not detected

sukuk risk premium will provide an

during the crisis period. It could also

opportunity for further development in

be deduced that when sukuk are in

the Islamic sukuk pricing criteria.

the inefficient market, risk premium
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What is
Personal Financial Engineering?
Alan Lim Wai Loong
QAS The Talent House

We are now in the period of

Personal Financial Engineering (PFE)
refers to the use of mathematical and

a

statistical techniques to solve financial

Other than a lowering of the OPR as

problems systematically, as defined by

happened recently, both deferment and

Investopedia. This article explains the

a lower ELR (Effective Lending Rate)

concept of PFE using 2 case studies for

will definitely create more liquidity

easy understanding.

for both consumers and bankers. Let’s

The

article

advantages

and

also

discusses

benefits

gained

the
in

the medium to long terms if we have
applied the knowledge correctly. In
short, PFE should be financially easy
to

use,

technically

adaptable

and

commercially adjustable.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic,
the Malaysian government has taken
various

measures

to

ensure

the

financial and economic outlook for
the

months

ahead

remains

steady.

A moratorium on loan payments has
been

implemented,

something

that

has not happened in the Malaysian

moratorium

on

loan

payments.

look at this independently. Do consult
your financial planner if you need more
information and guidance. We will be
sharing 2 additional scenarios based
on Housing Loan Deferment and Hire
Purchase Loan Deferment respectively.

Key Features of Personal
Financial Engineering
Easy to Use: Users like you and I can use
the system (financial calculator) easily
and it shall be capable of interacting
with and advising you if you have some
financial concerns to be addressed
carefully.

financial market since the 1997 and

Technically Adaptable: Users like

2008 financial crises. As such, many

you and I can “Act and React” to the

uncertainties have arisen and this article

market dynamics to address the WHAT

will also discuss the financial impacts

IF analysis in a real time manner. For

carefully, using the examples quoted by

example, if today, BNM reduces the ELR

Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM).

or Effective Lending Rate, What if:

Correspondence: alanlim2@prupartner.com.my
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1. I choose to keep my instalments the
same as before the reduction;
2. I choose to reduce my instalment as
advised;
3. I choose to pay more now, not
taking options 1 and 2?

To put things into perspective, if
you are 25 years old now and you think
ahead to your being 35 years of age, you
could probably engineer more financial
results than one who is now 45 yeas old
and only has 15 years ahead to plan his
finances.

Commercially Adjustable: Users like
and I can “Engineer and Re-engineer”
our financial plan when one or more
of our life’s priorities change due to
any reason. For example, we recently
experienced a sudden market crash due
to the Covid-19 pandemic. How can
you capitalize on this window?

Can We Engineer
Future Financially?

In financial engineering, the first
10-15 years are categorised as the
accumulating phase, and the next 10-15
years are categorised as the accelerating
and exponential phase. If we don’t
take care during the first 15 years, we
will have technically lost the financial
advantages in a big way.

Our

Yes, definitely. We are now dealing with

Figure 1
•

the principle of TVM (Time Value of
Money). This explains how TVM relates

Assuming:
– we invest RM24,000 into a trust
fund

to 3 basic economic parameters, i.e.

– we invest for only 10 years

Growth, Inflation and Risk.

– we let the portfolio continue to
grow and compound.

Figure 1
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Based on 5% as average return and

risks but both are financially correlated.

7% as average return:.

For example, if your investment vehicle

•

Green: 5%

delivers a bad return over the years,

•

Red: 7%

•

Orange: Additional Capital Growth

•

you will accumulate significantly lower

and Gain.
Figure 1 explains the accumulating
phase and the accelerating/exponential
phase. Time plays a critical role here;
we need both phases to work together.

returns.

Another

example

is

non-

financial risks as related to a health
crisis. If the bread winner suffers a health
crisis such as being diagnosed with a
major critical condition or suffers total
permanent disability or passes away, we
can imagine the potential disaster.
Hence, if we apply the know-how to

Factors and Controls
TVM is a very powerful financial
planning concept and it works around
key economic parameters, i.e. Growth
(G), Inflation (I) and Risk (R).

manage the G, I and R very wisely, we
we will not only structure and engineer
a sustainable financial result but at
the same time mitigate the associated/
unforeseen risks, as much as possible.

Growth: Refers to the annual return

No matter what, we aim to reach

of an investment vehicle such as FD

our target objectively due to proper

(Fixed Deposit) and EPF (Employees

financial planning and management.

Provident

Fund).

Using

EPF

as

an

example, if the average return is 5.5%
p.a and for FD it is 3.0% p.a., both
vehicles will deliver more or less the

Figure 2:
•

Managing the vehicle, time and

same results at 10 years, but will be

money is vital because we can

significantly different at 20 years and

achieve favourable financial results

exponentially huge at 30 years. This is

(See Figure 1) more confidently.

the power of compounding.

•

based on 10 years. Imagine today

Inflation: Refers to the rise in the

this is a 20/30 years scenario. The

general level of prices where a unit of

final harvest will be huge during

currency effectively buys less in the
future. In simple terms, RM1 tomorrow
will be worth less than RM1 today. By

investment maturity.
•
•

such as financial and non-financial

Time: Commitment to Time to
Accumulate and Compound.

economic value.
Risk: Refers to the associated factors

Vehicle: FD, Bond Fund, Equity
Fund, Dividends-Based Fund, etc.

using the rule of 72, if inflation is 4%
p.a, it takes exactly 18 years to half its

Our example above was prepared

•

M one y : L e vel / I n c r eme nt a l
investment,

discipline

and

consistency.
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assuming an Effective Lending Rate
of 4.3% p.a unchanged for simplicity,
Tenure is 360 Months. We have a
situation here, assuming OPR is reduced
by 0.25% at 60 months, let’s assess the
financial implications carefully. We can
use FE to “engineer” the results (before
and after) immediately for consideration.
Figure 2
We can achieve different financial results by
2X, 3X or 4X, using similar resources but a
different investment vehicle

(Please note: this is just for explanation
purpose; it does not reflect any banks
in Malaysia).

Case Study A

Figure 3

In case study A, we use a real scenario

A) What if I choose to let my instalment

to study the cause and effect using the

remain as it is?

housing loans category. If your loan

B) What if I choose to reduce my

has an Initial Borrowing at RM600K,

instalment as advised?

(1) Initial Borrowing:

RM600,000

(2) ELR, Effective Lending Rate:

4.30%

(3) Tenure: 30 Years/360 Months:

360

(4) ELR Reduced:

4.05%

(5) Effective From:

61 Months

(6) Total O/S After 60 Months:

545,271.22

545,271.22

(7) Strategy of Repayment:

Remained

Reduced

(8) Strategy of Repayment:

RM2,969

RM2,893

(9) Final Payments End at:

347 / 360

360 /360

(10) Savings in Months:

-13

0

Figure 3
Repayment strategy when ELR is reduced by 0.25%;
repayment remains as before reduction or is reduced.
YOU DECIDE: We could save up to 13 months of additional instalments!

Case Study B
Using the window resulting from the

to oversold stocks in a very sensitive

Covid-19 pandemic, many of the good

window. If you have RM50K now which

fund houses have suffered losses due

is maturing soon, which vehicle would

to the recent market crash, mostly due

you choose if you have FD, Bond, and
Equity-Based Unit Trust?
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period, borrowers/customers with loan/

Figure 4
•

This is for those with a higher risk
appetite. Many funds have now
dropped by more than 30% from
their NAV before the market crash.

•

•

not need to make any payments, and no
late payment charges or penalties will
be imposed to provide some financial
reliefs to individuals and businesses who

For simplicity, if your fund has

face temporary financial constraints

dropped by 30%, it actually offers

arising from the COVID-19 pandemic.

capital gains of up to 42.86% to be

(Ref: FAQ, BNM, Revision 27 March

on par before the crash.

2020.)

Tapping and capitalizing is very
important as this golden window
may

not

last

long

once

the

pandemic ends.
•

financing that meet the conditions do

With reference BNM FAQ 24, what
would

my

housing

loan/financing

monthly payment be after the 6 months’
moratorium period? Referring to the

Consult with your RFP/CFP today

case study given, let’s understand this

for advice.

better from the PFE perspective.

From FAQ 24

Gain/
Lose

Quantum

100

80

-20.00%

100

70

-30.00%

100

60

-40.00%

80

100

25.00%

70

100

42.86%

60

100

66.67%

Capital

Figure 4
UT (Unit Trusts) seem to be more attractive at
this time, compared to the typical FD offering
of between 2.0% - 2.5% p.a in Malaysia now

Case Study C
Example Quoted using BNM, Revision
27 March 2020. Housing Loan During

Monthly
instalment
before
deferment
RM1,438

many financial institutions including
banks

and

insurance

companies

have reacted proactively. During this

RM1,483
(RM45 increase)

The above illustration of a conventional
housing loan is based on these
assumptions:
•

No extension of
deferment period.

•

Loan amount - RM300,000.

•

Interest rate - 4.6% p.a (interest
not compounded during deferment
period).

•

Original tenure - 35 years, and
borrower has repaid for 5 years.

•

Principal and interest payments
suspended during deferment period.

•

Oustanding principal before deferment
period - RM280,585.

•

Outstanding amount post-deferment
to be repaid within 29.5 years
= RM287,038.

Moratorium.
During this moratorium period,

Monthly
instalment
after deferment

Journal of Wealth Management & Financial Planning
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Source: BNM, Moratium,
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Table 1
(1) Initial Borrowing

RM300,00

(2) ELR, Effective Lending Rate:

4.60%

(3) Tenure: 35 Years/420 Months

420

(4) Effective From:

61 Months

(5) Total O/S After 60 Months:

280,585.00
Before
Moratorium

(6) Due to Moratorium

After
Moratorum

(7) Total O/S After 6 Months:

RM278,387

RM287,038

(8) Interests Paid in 6 Months:
(Rounded)

RM6,432

RM0

(9) Principal Paid in 6 Months:
(Rounded)

RM2,198

RM0

(10) Instalment Per Month:

RM1,438

RM1,438 + RM45 ⇑

(11) Final Payments End at:

420/420

420/420

NOTE 1: Additional RM45 has been Amortized to make The Tenure On-Track!
NOTE 2: To be Exact, You need to pay “MORE”, ~ RM15,930 in total!
NOTE 3: Consult Your RFP/CFP, There are other Better Ways to Engineer This!
NOTE 4: This Analysis has been Performed Using in-House Financial
Technology, The, PHASE.
Note: This is for case study purpose only.
We have other better ways to “engineer” this situation wisely.
We shall go through this very

will result in 3 different scenarios

carefully for the benefit of our readers

accordingly. Borrowers can decide

who may comprise members of the

on their option from the 3 financial

general public. We now have Table E as
below:

arrangements as below:
•

– To opt out of the moratorium;

Case Study D:

repayment tenure remains.

Hire Purchase Loan During Moratorium.
•

76

Option A:

•

Option B:

This is for Hire Purchase Loan,

– To opt for the moratorium but to

based on the latest FAQs released on

CLEAR all outstanding (April –

1 May 2020 by BNM regarding Hire-

Sept + Oct) at one go; repayment

Purchase Product. This amendment

tenure remains.
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•

Option C:

Benefits and Key Takeaways:

– To opt for the moratorium,
agreeing to pay extra interests
and

late

payments

incurred

and repayments extended for
another 6 months.

The average Malaysian does not need to
become a financial professional to deal
with PFE but needs a qualified financial
consultant who can provide relevant,
accurate and reliable advisory.

Please consider the pros and cons
carefully as each option shall result in
a different financial impact. If you need
cash in hand now and can compromise
on the additional 3% of extra monthly
instalments, Option C should be the
popular option.

Initial Loan Tenure,
N:
Total Interests
Charged Over 5
Years, I:

and

critical

in

managing

effective

personal financial planning. This takes
many years of practical experience, trial
and error.

•

Hire Purchase Moratorium

Flat Interest Rate
Charged, i p.a:

may not be easy, but this is so practical

We have 3 immediate key takeaways:

Table 2
Hire Purchase
Amount, P:

Understanding financial engineering

To keep your plan, both planned
and actual, on track is important.

RM60,000

This is very true when your life
priorities change along the way.

2.71%

These are the fundamentals to
achieve the “must have” without

5

compromising

the “nice to have”.

Every resource is important.
RM8,130.00

•

Ensure your plan works based on
pattern, trend and data without

Total “P & I”
Payable in 5 Years:

RM68,130.00

Monthly Instalment
Per Month:

RM1,135.50

Moratorium
Commenced at:

25 Months

relying too much on previous
information. This financial world is
ever-changing and ever-challenging;
it is beneficial to monitor the

Note:The delayed or deferred instalments
shall be extended for 6 months from initial
contract

performance of the plan every year
as a milestone.
•

Plan for recovery if case plan A
fails or becomes non-performing
and replace this with plan B. When
we adopt some forms of flexibility
and risks tolerance, we are able
to improve and manoeuvre the
strategy effectively. When this is
achieved, we can achieve FE more
meaningfully.
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Conclusion
Financial
forward.

engineering
We

can

is

the

benefit

way

from

it,

avoiding unnecessary mistakes, errors
and wastages. In Malaysia, there are
many

avenues to learn and practise

financial

engineering

successfully.

We can start by becoming an RFP,
Registered

Financial

Planner/CFP,

Certified Financial Planner. However,
just the qualifications are not enough as
ultimately, we still require real practical
experience. If we can combine both
theory and practical knowledge, we will
be able to make an effective plan each
time we use TVM to engineer it.
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COVID-19: We will Survive!
“Change is Difficult,
but Often Essential to Survival”
Gunaseelan Kannan
Blueprint Planning Sdn. Bhd.

Are you prepared to face the battle
posed by COVID-19? My emphasis is
on

the importance of an emergency

fund as many humans take things for
granted and take blatant risks. Many
have connected with me on this, and
are eager to know how to overcome the
situation with a non-existent emergency
fund. ‘What do I do next?’ And, a more
interesting question, ‘Does this global
pandemic offer any opportunities?’

How do We Raise Liquid
Assets?
Firstly, the moratorium or deferment
of loan payment is a good step that
can work to our benefit, especially for
hire purchase or in other words, your
monthly car loans. If your debt ratio is
30 – 50% from your monthly income,
this could be very helpful for you
during this unprecedented time.
Almost

all

banks

have

sent

a

Liquidity, Liquidity, Liquidity

notification

“Cash is king.” I am sure we would have

interest will be charged during this

realised that by now. The first thing to

moratorium

do will be to have liquid assets, which

payment. This is a good opportunity

are basically cash in hand or assets that

to save about six months of your hire

you can easily convert to cash such

purchase and mortgage payment. This

as money markets, savings and fixed

will enable you to save a substantial

deposits. The value of illiquid assets,

amount

like real estate, stock and unit trust can

during this pandemic. To note, clarify

fluctuate or decrease during a crisis but

the terms and conditions with your

liquid assets on the other hand, may not

respective banks.

give you a high return but are the best
assets to have when a crisis strikes. If
you have limited liquid assets, it’s time
to increase them immediately.

for

that

no

period

your

compounding
for

mortgage

emergency

usage

If you are staying in a rented
property, try to negotiate on a rental
amount reduction for the next six
months. For commercial properties, the

Correspondence: gunaseelan.kannan@gmail.com
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government has urged property owners
to reduce at least 30% from the monthly
rental

amount.

Developing

good

negotiation skills and applying them
when speaking with all your creditors
is key in building your emergency fund.

Look Out for Opportunities
Covid-19 has led to sell-offs in the
financial

market

with

the

KLCI

dropping to 1,219 in April. The decline
was quite steep, but came as no surprise,
given the unpredictability of the current

flow

situation. For investors investing in local

management. Leverage this stay-at-home

equity, S&P500, property, unit trust or

period and list all your expenses by

in businesses, this is a good opportunity.

segmenting them into three categories:

Identify your risk profile, investment

unavoidable

(expenses

objective and adopt value investing.

necessities);

Trust me, money without a purpose will

optional expenditure (expenses that

not last long. All these opportunities are

can be avoided by resorting to other

applicable if you are financially strong

alternatives such as reducing take- away

in setting your emergency fund.

Next,

involving

improve

your

expenditure
basic,

daily

cash

meals and opting to cook at home); and

shopping). This simple task will enable

Seek Only Qualified
Professionals for Financial
Advice

you to prioritize your expenses, reduce

When struck with a crisis, you may

leakages and take total control of your

notice that suddenly, almost everyone

cash flow.

has

avoidable expenditure (expenses that
can be totally eliminated such as online

Another way to raise liquid assets
will be to apply for stimulus packages
from the government, if you are eligible.
Remember

to

use

them

prudently

become

a

financial

expert

in

advising you on what to do with your
money. Fair enough. Finance is a general
topic and every one of us has a right to
comment based on our own knowledge.

and not blow them away in a month.

However, one must understand that

i-Lestari from EPF, Bantuan Prihatin

we have different levels of financial

Nasional for individuals, Prihatin (wage

literacy

based

subsidy) from Perkeso, Special Relief

culture,

perception,

Facility (SRF) for SMEs and Tekun

and experience. This can sometimes

business loan are some of the stimulus

lead to ‘confirmation bias’, which is a

packages available.

tendency to seek out information from

on

qualification,
understanding

people that only support your beliefs
and ignore information that contradicts
them. You may come across some
people who say this is the right time to
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buy stock or property and some may

payment on your mortgage payment.

dictate otherwise by asking you to hold

That was a valuable lesson for me.

till the market goes down even lower.

I practised this when I embarked on

My advice to all of you would be to

my property investment journey and

please get the accurate and needed

trust me, this has helped me greatly in

advice from a qualified professional

managing sudden obstacles that I have

who is not biased towards any entity.

faced along the way.
Although the coronavirus affects

Knowledge is Key

everyone,

A number of people have asked me

financial inequalities more profoundly

if the market will drop further. Well,

than any previous crisis. Like it or

I don’t have a crystal ball to predict

not, all of us are in different financial

the future. If you want to start any

situations in this pandemic. Some are

investment, the right thing you should

looking for opportunities, buying good

do is to seek more knowledge on that

stocks and properties; some are going

particular investment and increase your

through financial crisis; some have lost

competency level. For an example, if

their jobs; some have to take a pay cut

you want to start a property investment,

while some frontliners are fighting this

read books, go for property investment

virus for us. Whatever the situation,

classes,

investment

priority should be given to putting

groups on social media and engage a

food on the table for us and for others

seasonal property investor as a mentor.

who are in need. This is the time to

Long ago, I read a property investment

support each other and uphold the

book where the author explained that

humanitarian values that exist in each

we need at least 6 months of advance

and every one of us.

join

property
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Profiting from
the World’s Economic Crisis
Leow Hon Wei
Advance Fin Advisory Sdn. Bhd.
Title
Author
Publisher
No. pages
Price
ISBN Publication

:
:
:
:
:
:

Profiting From The World’s Economic Crisis
Bud Conrad
John Wiley & Sons
446
RM87.80
978-0-47046-035-1

Profiting From The World’s Economic

In all countries, the central bank

Crisis, written by Bud Conrad, comprises

plays an important role to stimulate the

5 main parts and 17 chapters. The 5

economy such as by providing higher

main parts include economic forces,

liquidity to the capital market and the

financial crisis response, recession or

money market to help the better use of

depression,

resources and provide greater liquidity

investment

opportunities

for financial institutions. This action

and the summary.
The

beginning

of

this

book

emphasizes the budget deficit in the US
that has caused the increase in debts.
The author highlights the spending by
the US government of more than what
they can afford. The situation has not
improved and has got worse, causing

may affect the business environment
and

cause

Unfortunately,

currency
financial

debasement.
depression

always comes before the action taken
such as government regime change, and
much less disastrous than a war before
it turns into a financial crisis.

the deficit to continue and the currency

In addition, there is an implication

to depreciate. It has also resulted in the

of the financial crisis amid the stock

Federal Reserve printing more money

market crash. It shows the US dollar

for spending in trying to stimulate

has little chance to peg with the gold

the economy. However, consumers are

exchange rate. This should be able to

spending on foreign goods. Moreover,

help the banks obtain funding from the

the impact on investment is that it has

central bank and monetize much more

become unsafe to hold it in US dollars

debts to the business expansion. In fact,

and investors are trying to switch their

the dislocation of funding causes the

investment from stocks and bonds to

resultant out of control of the currency

commodities such as gold and energy.

in many developed countries.
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The author also forecasts there are

the high bad debt and as this would

three sectors that will perform well

usually be experienced all around the

in the future, such as green energy,

world.

communication

and

biotechnology,

which provide greater capability to
society during the crisis period. In
turn, the critical issues related to credit
like high level of debt, low interest
rate, government deficit, self-dealing
political class, foreign holding of the
currency will create greater pressure.
All these can cause investors’ loss of
confidence and new systematic shock
to the economy. The author calls the
interest rate changes “the trade of the
decade” because it works against the
fundamentals. On the other hand, there
is the rising demand for gold amid the
loss of confidence in the dollar. This is
clear that the rise is not because of the
fundamental of gold but the change of
the fundamental dollar value.

There are few lessons for investors
can learn from the financial crisis,
which include the following:
1. How the economic cycle works.
There are two main measurements
of the economic cycle, which are
the period of expansion and of
contraction. These represent the
growth and the recession of the
economy. Also, the key factors to the
current stage of the economic cycle
are gross domestic product (GDP),
interest rate, employment rate, and
consumer spending.
2. The market fluctuates with boom
and bust. The fluctuation of the
financial market is critical, allowing
investors to gain extra profit from
the upswing overvalue and loss of

The essential information in this

money from the undervaluation of

book is many economists highlight their

assets, which include shares and

prescription for what the US president

properties.

and the Federal Reserve should do.
The successful plans should indicate a
stabilizing economy such as consumer
confidence, retail sales, unemployment
claims, risk spreads, and other leading
indicators should be rebound away
from dangerous levels. In conclusion,
countries need to confirm economic
recovery after the implementation of
the stimulus package by the central
bank. However, the author highlights
the current situation is not the worst
case that is as serious as a crisis from

3. Higher risk comes with higher
expected

return.

During

a

financial crisis, there will be a
higher risk which is associated
with higher expected return for
all

businesses and investments.

However, lower risk is associated
with lower expected return. This is
also called risk and return trade-off
which involves investment decision
for all the relevant parties such as
institutional investors and retail
investors.
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4. Be more sceptical of financial
engineering. There are still some
minority investors who find it hard
to understand investment products.
This creates greater possibilities of
losses for investors during a financial
crisis. Investment products heavily
depend on financial alchemy that is
purportedly not easily understood
by investors

6. Portfolio

diversification

essential.

With

government

bonds

is

low-yielding
prior

to

a

financial crisis, hedge funds and
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)
are the most popular alternative
investments for investors. Adversely,
there will be a huge drop for hedge
funds and REITs during a crisis
while

Government

bonds

will

5. Avoid the high gearing ratio in

become very popular. Therefore,

financing activities. In any form of

there should be negative correlation

business, financing is fine when the

among the portfolios during a crisis.

market is normal. However, it will
magnify a loss during an economic

7. Asset allocation is essential. Most

downturn. It also forces the closure

important for the different kinds

of the investment position, making

of investment is

a loss. This is due to the lender

This includes shares, bonds, cash,

losing confidence and refusing to

property, etc. The exposure and

roll-over maturing debt. When the

experience of the fund manager

stock market drops, a margin call

will be the next important in the

takes place and forces investors to

investment.

asset allocation.

sell when they should be buying
instead.

Conclusion
In conclusion, an effective investment
is not an easy task. It involves a lot of
study, and analysis before any decision
is made, especially during a financial
crisis.
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The Bullet Journal Method Track the Past, Order the Present,
Design the Future
Gunasegaran Munusamy
The Credit Counselling and Debt Management Agency (AKPK)
Title

: The Bullet Journal Method: Track the Past, Order the Present,
Design the Future
Author
: Ryder Carroll
Publisher
: Portfolio (US)
No. pages
: 304
Price
: RM 74.95
ISBN Publication : 9780008261375

Introduction

In a Nutshell

This book was presented to me by

According to the author Ryder Carroll,

AKPK

AKPK’s

this book is “a mindfulness practice

management conference at Forest City

disguised as a productivity system”. The

Resort, Johor, in November 2019. Being

ultimate goal of this method is to help

in a management position, I was initially

people live intentional, productive and

a bit sceptical as the cover page design

meaningful lives. It will help the reader

was not so attractive to me. Nevertheless,

to:

Management

during

to fill up my leisure time while being
alone in my rented JB Condo, I started
to read the first few pages.
To my surprise, the way it was
written made it interesting to read and
it kept me engrossed as I continued to
read. Further, it was written in simple
English, was easy to understand and
there is no ambiguity in the message

Track the past: Using nothing more
than a pen and paper, you are able to
create

a

clear

and

comprehensive

record of your thoughts.
Order the present: Find daily calm
by tackling your to-do list in a more
mindful, systematic, and productive
way.

it conveys.
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Transform

easy to get the thoughts out of our head

your vague curiosities into meaningful

(an unreliable witness) and onto paper,

goals, and then break those goals into

to see them clearly and decide what to

manageable action steps that lead to big

do about them. The system helps me

change.

identify what matters, and set goals

Design

the

future:

The book is divided into five parts.
•

The first part is an introduction to
this method and the why behind it.

•

breaking

long-term

goals into small actionable steps, users
map out an approachable path towards
continual improvement, allowing them
to stay focused despite the crush of

technical aspects of bullet journaling

incoming demands.

The third part dives deep into
the

mindfulness

side

of

bullet

journaling as the author talks about
daily practice, small steps, gratitude
and so much more.
•

By

The second part contains all the
in a detailed way.

•

accordingly.

But this is much more than a time
management book. It’s also a manifesto
for what Ryder calls “intentional living”:
making sure that our beliefs and actions
align. Even if we already use the Bullet
Journal Method, this book provides new

The fourth part is all about the

exercises to become calmer and focused,

community and its contribution to

new insights on how to prioritize well,

this phenomenon along the years.

and a new awareness of the power of

It also contains examples and best

analogy tools in a digital world.

practices that will help you to
understand how to personalize the
method, making it fit your needs.
•

The fifth part contains practical
advice to bullet journal in our daily
life, and an additional Questions
and Answers section.

This is not just a book about the
bullet journal method. It’s about personal
growth and intentionality, themes that
are very closely connected to the system
that Ryder Carroll designed.
We may argue that the bullet
journal method is just a simple to-do

My Opinion

list with complicated-looking symbols
tried

and a lot of buzzwords, or something

everything to get organized — countless

that will take up too much of our

apps, systems, planners, etc. Ultimately,

time, but don’t knock it until you have

he invented his own simple system that

tried it for at least a few months, as

requires only pen and paper, which he

suggested by Ryder Carroll. I’ve been

found both effective and calming. The

bullet journaling for less than 6 months

system combines elements of a “wish

and I’m just now starting to realize how

list”, a to-do list, and a diary. It makes it

much it helps me in my managerial

Author

Ryder

Carroll

had

tasks.
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The Bullet Journal Method came at

Conclusion

just the right time for me. This book

This is a book I am sure to grab off

gave me some much-needed motivation

my shelf again and again to refresh my

and tips to get back into it. It provided

memory. I would recommend this book

answers to all the questions I was

to anyone, whether a student, teacher,

struggling with like: How do I set up

administrator,

my periodical tasks effectively so it

Director, or anyone who claims ‘no time’

can help me reach my goals? How do I

or ‘busy all the time’ as this will guide

define my daily tasks and the expected

readers with a step-by-step approach to

results? How do I use the information

completing tasks in a very practical way

in my habit tracker to make better

without applying technical approaches

decisions in the future?

to declutter the mind. Everyone can

Some of the topics discussed are
decision fatigue, focus and flow, time

manager,

boss,

CEO,

gain from The Bullet Journal. I would
give it a rating of 95%.

management, information overload and
technology, handwriting and memory,
effective note-taking, tackling goals big
and small, daily routines, and gratitude.
There’s something there for everyone.
Scattered

throughout

the

book

are little exercises we can do to learn
how to actively reflect on our life, set
goals, and get the most out of our bullet
journal experience.
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Journal of Wealth Management &
Financial Planning (JWMFP)
Journal of Wealth Management &
Financial Planning (JWMFP) is a peerreviewed research and practitioner
journal,
published
annually
by
Malaysian Financial Planning Council
(MFPC). The aim of JWMFP is to
establish an academic and practice
guide for the fast-growing Financial
Services industry.

responsibility of the chief editor and
editorial board members.

The
Journal
comprises
research
papers in the various aspects of wealth
management and financial planning
by academicians and practitioners in
a number of fields, providing researchbased benchmarks and studies for
public,
corporate
and
academic
reference.
JWMFP features original research and
conceptual effective approaches to
education and practice concerning
all aspects of financial planning and
management. The Journal covers the
entire spectrum of the Financial Services
industry i.e. Insurance, Unit Trusts,
Stock Markets, Wealth Management,
Banking, Macro Economy, Infrastructure
and IT, Practice Management, etc.
Readers will find detailed
recommendations for education and
practice in the journal articles. JWMFP
also features book reviews, and news
and views on relevant issues.
All
and
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articles
are
blind-reviewed
publication decisions are the

Key Journal Audiences
•

Academics

•

Practising Financial Planners

•

Financial Services Providers

•

Insurance Advisors

•

Professionals in the Securities
Industry

•

Financial Planning Consultants

•

Regulators

•

Educators

•

Students

Editorial Criteria
JWMFP
publishes
empirical
and
theoretical research topics related
to personal and household financial
de c i s ion m a k i ng . J W M F P i n v ite s
submission of both normative and
empirical research on topics that
include:
•

Household Portfolio Choice

•

Retirement Planning and Income
Distribution

•

Saving and Investment

•

Wealth Creation and Distribution

•

Individual Financial Decision
Making

•

Household Risk Management
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•

Life Cycle Consumption and Asset
Allocation

•

Investment Research Relevant to
Individual Portfolios

•

Household Credit Use and Debt
Management

•

Takaful, Zakat and Islamic Banking

•

Tax and Estate Planning

•

Professional Financial Advice and
Its Regulation

•

Behavioural Factors Related to
Financial Decisions

•

Financial Education, Literacy and
Capability

•

Other Topics of Interest to Scholars
and Practitioners in the Field of
Personal and Family Finance

Review Process

The review process normally takes 1-2
weeks and MFPC will inform you if
your submission will be published. To
ease the reviewing and editing of your
submission, please follow the guidelines
provided.

Proofreading &
Editing
Articles accepted for publication will be
edited by the editorial board. Authors
will only be required to ascertain the
validity of facts in the proof. Two copies
of the proof will be sent to the author.
The author is required to sign his / her
name on one of the proofs and return
it to the editor after making sure that
there are no factual errors. JWMFP is
the rightful owner of all published
articles.

Manuscripts are subject to doubleblind peer review at the discretion of
the Editor. Papers submitted to JWMFP
must not be published or submitted for
publication elsewhere until an editorial
decision is rendered on the submission.
Successful authors are required to
submit final versions of their papers in
Microsoft Word, and to assign copyright
to the publisher of JWMFP.
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Submission of Papers for JWMFP:
Guidelines For Authors
General

Manuscript

The manuscript sent to this journal
must be original work that has not been
published or accepted for publication
in other journals. The paper should be
written in English.

•

3000 to 8000 words or between 5 to
15 pages including an abstract, texts,
tables, footnotes, and references.

•

Title should not exceed 20 words,
and abstracts should not exceed 250
words.

Manuscripts
Prepare the entire manuscript, including
the text headings, references, tables,
figures, and appendixes according to the
most recent edition of the Publication
Manual of the American Psychological
Association (APA Style).
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Font
•

The manuscript should be in MS
Word format

•

Times New Roman

•

12 point font

•

One spacing

Order

Supportive Illustrative

The order of the manuscript should be
similar to:

•

Authors are encouraged to provide
supportive illustrative material with
manuscript.

•

Tables, graphs, maps and drawings
should not separate from the body of
the text.

•

For the presentation of quantitative
data, graphs are preferred to
tables because they contain more
information and are easier to edit and
reproduce.

•

Title page with title and three to
five key words

•

Abstract (start on a separate page,
numbered page 2)

•

Text (start on a separate page,
numbered page 3)

•

References (start on separate page)

•

Appendixes (start each on separate
page)

•

Endnotes (list together starting on a
separate page)

•

Acknowledgements
separate page)

•

Tables (start each on a separate
page)

•

Figures (start each on a separate
page)

(start

on

a

References
The Journal of Financial Planning follows
The Publication Manual of the American
Psychology Association (APA) 7th Ed.)
for style and format reference. The APA
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Manual is available in bookstores or
from the APA on-line at www.apa.org/
books. Summaries of the APA style and
format guidelines also are available
from a variety of Internet sources such
as https://apastyle.apa.org/instructionalaids/reference-guide.pdf. The following
guidelines may be helpful for those who
have used this formatting style.
In October 2019, the American
Psychological Association published the
7th edition of its Publication Manual.
The 7th edition of the APA paper format
includes updated citation rules for more
efficiency, new example citations and
papers, and revised writing guidelines.
Most of this guide follows the 6th
edition, but if you’re looking for
guidance on the 7th edition for your
paper, these are some notable changes:
•

When making an APA book citation
do not include the publisher’s
location. This also applies to book
chapter references

•

When making a journal citation:
a. DOIs are formatted as URLs (i.e.,
https://doi.org/xxx)
b. Don’t include the label “DOI”
before the DOI url
c. Include the issue number if one
exists

•

When making a full APA website
citation, do not include the words
“Retrieved from” before the URL

•

When citing an ebook, don’t indicate
the format, platform, or device (e.g.,
Kindle).

•

Figures are formatted more like
notes with a number and title at the

top, and a note under the figure/table
instead of a caption.
•

Don’t include running heads on
student papers, except when your
instructor asks for it by your
instructor.

There are new guidelines in the 7th
edition that didn’t exist before. This
includes new sections and examples on:
a. Annotated bibliographies
b. Citing social media posts, podcasts,
and other modern sources
There’s only a single space after sentences

Diagram / Illustration
The diagram or illustration is preferably
being prepared in black and white only.
If the diagram should be reduced in size
for publication purpose, it has to be clear
and sharp so that it can be easily noticed.

Proof Reading
Article accepted for publication will be
edited by the editorial board. Authors
will only be required to ascertain the
validity of facts in the proof. Two copies
of the proof will be sent to the author.
The author is required to sign his / her
name on one of the proofs and return it
to the editor after making sure that there
is no factual error. JWMFP is the rightful
owner of any article published.

Submission of
Manuscript
1. Registration and submission must
be done electronically through the
online submission system.
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2. For First time user, click on the
“Registration” menu to create
ConfBay Account, and proceed for
registration by logging in the system.
For existing ConfBay Account user,
please proceed Login.

3. You must enter a valid email
address. All notification will be sent
via registered email.
4. Click on “Online Submission” menu
to submit manuscript and follow the
procedure.

Guidelines: News & Views Section
Topic Areas
The News and Views section is a
practitioner-focused section covering
Malaysian, Asian and international
economic, business and financial issues.
This section aims to deliver relevant,
essential
and
current
market
information and views relevant to our
readers. The focus of the articles should
be to help financial planners better
serve their clients and contribute to the
common good of the Financial Planning
industry.

“News” includes any financial-related
news comprising any aspect of
financial planning, wealth management,
investment banking, and regulatory
changes. It should be of general
interest or a current issue affecting the
marketplace.
“Views” includes an opinion piece
on any aspect of Financial Planning
detailing the practitioner’s outlook on a
particular issue.

Length
Articles for the news and views column
should not exceed 3,000 words. A
succinct introduction as a summary
would help readers better understand
the information contained in the article.
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Guidelines: Book Review Section
A book review for JWMFP should run
one to three pages or approximately
500 to 1500 words at most (font Times
New Roman, size 12, single space).
The heading should include the
following bibliographic information
about the book:
•

Author

•

Date of publication Title Edition (if
any) Place of publication Publisher

•

Number of pages Price (if
applicable)

Example:
Robert T. Kiyosaki (2012). Retire Young
Retire Rich: How to get Rich Quickly
and Stay Rich Forever! NY, USA, Warner
Books, 376 pages. US$9.73.
Write the review with two goals in mind:
to report basic information about the
book and more importantly, to evaluate
the book. Do not abstract the book, but
be sure to indicate the range and nature
of its contents. The exact information
will vary according to the kind of book,
but in all cases it includes the book’s
purpose or main theme, and the way in
which the author seeks to achieve the
purpose or develop the theme.

Summarize your main conclusion
briefly. Place the book in the perspective
of related literature by comparing it
with other books on a similar topic. Tie
together any issues raised in the review,
and end with a concise comment on the
book. If you like, you can offer advice
for potential readers.
Avoid quoting long passages from the
book. Paraphrase when possible. Always
give the page number of the quote in
parenthesis.
Because JWMFP is an interdisciplinary
publication, avoid overly technical
language understandable to only a few
specialists.
Avoid using references and footnotes.
If a quotation from another work
is absolutely necessary, incorporate
the reference into the text. The
form of the reference should be:
(Francine D. Blau, Marianne A. Ferber
& Anne E. Winkler, The Economics of
Women, Men and Work, Boston, NY:
Prentice Hall, 2010).
We reserve the right to edit reviews for
style, conciseness, and consistency.
Submit the review in typewritten copy
via e-mail attachment to mfpc@mfpc.
org.my.
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Declaration Form
Title of Paper
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
Declaration
Statement

In the case of more than one author, the
main author may, after contacting other
co-authors, sign and submit this form
on their behalf.

Please Send this Declaration To:

I/We hereby represent and warrant
that the paper is original and that I
am/We are the author(s) of the work,
except possibly for the material such
as text passages, figures and data that
are clearly identified as to the original
source, with permission notices from
the copyright owner where required.
I/We also represent that I/We have
the power and authority to make this
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About MFPC
MFPC is an independent body set up with
the noble objective of promoting nationwide
development and enhancement of the financial
planning profession. MFPC provides an
evolving set of Best Practice Standards and
Code of Ethics that must be adhered to by
Registered Financial Planner (RFP) and Shariah
RFP designees. This requirement is aimed at
ensuring that the public will be served with the
highest quality of financial planning services.
MFPC was registered on 10 March 2004 under
the Societies Act 1996.

Adviser’s Representative Licence. The Registered

MFPC is proud to have received numerous
awards. In 2014, MFPC received Honourable
Commendation in the UNESCO Wen Hui Award
for Educational Innovation in recognition of its
Financial Planning awareness programmes. In
addition, in September 2015, MFPC was awarded
the Best Islamic Finance Education Provider by
the prestigious Global Islamic Financial Awards
(GIFA). Subsequently, in June 2016, the World
Education Congress Global Awards awarded
MFPC the Best Educational Institute in Banking
and Insurance. Further, our Shariah Registered
Financial Planner was recognized as the Best
Islamic Finance Qualification 2016 and Best
Islamic Wealth Management Qualification 2018

MFPC to help fulfil the national objective of

Financial Planner (RFP) designation was also
approved by Securities Commission Malaysia (SC)
in November 2005 as one of the qualifications
to apply for the Investment Adviser’s Licence
under the Securities Industry Act 1983.The RFP
designation has also been approved by the SC for
the application of the Capital Markets Services
Licence (CMSL) with the implementation of the
Capital Markets and Services Act 2007.
The

RFP

serves

as

a

mechanism

for

the

making Malaysia a Centre of Educational
Excellence. The RFP signifies the twin pillars
of

professionalism

in

financial

planning

–

Professional Education and Practice Excellence.
Most importantly, the concept of the RFP is
defined by Malaysians. As of September 2012,
RFP designees are licensed Private Retirement
Scheme (PRS) distributors/consultants. The
Federation of Investment Managers Malaysia
(FIMM) which regulates PRS consultants grants
RFP designees automatic recognition as PRS
consultants.

by the GIFA Awards Committee.

Affiliate RFP

Registered Financial
Planner (RFP)
The

Registered

programme

was

Financial
launched

Planner
by

the

(RFP)
former

Governor of Bank Negara Malaysia, Y.Bhg. Tan
Sri Dato’ Sri Dr Zeti Akhtar Aziz in November
2002.
The RFP designation was approved by Bank
Negara Malaysia (BNM) in March 2005 as
the prerequisite qualification to apply for
the Financial Adviser’s Licence and Financial

The Affiliate RFP designation was launched by
Y.B. Dato’ Mustapa bin Mohamed, then Minister
of International Trade and Industry on 6
December 2007. It was introduced in recognition
of the commitment of the students undertaking
the RFP programme.
The Affiliate RFP designation is conferred
on members who have passed Module 1:
Fundamentals of Financial Planning and one
other module of the RFP Programme. The
Affiliate RFP serves as a measure to inject a
new force of professionally qualified human
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capital into the industry. Affiliate RFP
designees are potential Financial Adviser
Representatives and Capital Markets
Services Licence Representatives who
will be given the appropriate guidance
and opportunities to practise financial
planning advisory services.

Affiliate Shariah RFP aims to meet the
need for a pool of professionally qualified
practitioners in the Shariah financial

RFP Programme
(7 Modules)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

financial planning landscape, MFPC
introduced the Affiliate Shariah RFP
designation for members who have passed
Module 1: Fundamentals of Shariah
Financial Planning and one other module
of the Shariah RFP Programme.

planning sector in Malaysia.

Module 1 : Fundamentals of Financial
Planning
Module 2 : Risk Management &
Insurance Planning
Module 3 : Investment Planning
Module 4 : Zakat & Tax Planning
Module 5 : Estate Planning
Module 6 : Retirement Planning
Module 7 : Applications in Financial
Planning

Shariah Registered
Financial Planner
(Shariah RFP)

Shariah RFP Programme
(7 Modules)
•

Module 1 : Fundamentals of Shariah
Financial Planning

•

Module 2 : Risk & Takaful Planning

•

Module 3 : Shariah Investment
Planning

•

Module 4 : Zakat & Tax Planning

•

Module 5 : Shariah Estate Planning

•

Module 6 : Retirement Planning

•

Module 7 : Applications in Shariah
Financial Planning

In line with the national agenda to make
Malaysia an Islamic Financial Centre
and to promote advancement in Islamic
transactions
and
businesses,
MFPC
developed the Shariah RFP Programme
as a practical professional programme
for practitioners to equip themselves with
Takaful and Islamic financial planning
principles and knowledge. Y.B. Dato’
Seri Mohamed Khaled Bin Nordin, then
Minister of Higher Education, launched
the Shariah RFP Programme on 21
August 2008. Shariah RFP is recognised
as a professional programme by both
Bank Negara Malaysia and Securities
Commission Malaysia.

Affiliate Shariah RFP
In response to local and international
market demand and changes in the

96

Financial Planning
Awareness Programmes
for Undergraduates,
Practitioners and Public
MFPC continuously promotes awareness
of the value and importance of financial
planning and financial planning services,
and
works
towards
elevating
the
financial planning literacy of Malaysians.
Towards this end, we regularly conduct
financial planning awareness workshops
and programmes for undergraduates,
practitioners and the public nationwide.
These
include our Financial Planning
Workshops (My Money and Me) and
our Shariah Financial Planning Awareness
Programmes.
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